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Q: I’d like to ask you first about your paternal family of origin. Can you tell me where your 
father was born and what his parents did for a living? 

A: Well, my father was born in Bialystok, Poland. He was born in 1892. My grandfather was 
a Rabbi in Bialystok. Grandmother was just a housewife. 

Q: What sort of a Rabbi? Did he have a congregation? 

A: Yes, he had a congregation and he was also [Kahila] 00:00:34. He was so called 
governmental Rabbi. 

Q: What did that imply? 

A: He represented Polish government. It was probably from the time of Tsars [unclear] 
00:00:49 

Q: The which? 

A: [Kazioni] 00:00:53 governmental Rabbi. And it stayed in [unclear] 00:00:55 

Q: And did that mean that he was answerable to the government? 

A: He was representing – well, he was not the main, because that was a different Rabbi. 

Q: Was it a big congregation or a small congregation, do you know? 

A: Well, as congregation go in towns, it was a synagogue that he had. It was always full. As a 
child I can remember. But big -  

Q: You lived actually in Bialystok, even though you were born in Łódź.  

A: I was only – my mother only went to give birth, to Łódź, and came back to Bialystok. It 
was just going home to mamma. And she came back straight after. 

Q: And your grandfather, the Rabbi, did he have many children? 

A: Well, grandmother had 17 children. 

Q: 17? 

A: But only five survived. That’s at that time, in 1939, only five were alive. 

Q: What, they’d all died in early childhood? 

A: Yes, in childhood. From different diseases.  
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Q: So who were the surviving ones? 

A: Well, my father. 

Q: Was he the older one? In order of birth, if you can tell me? 

A: I think that father was the oldest, or his sister, [Lena] 00:02:16. It’s one or the other. I 
don’t remember who was older, because – I think father was the first one. And another aunt,  
Aunty [Lena]. Aunty [Pechka, Aunty Sara, and Uncle Shikar] 00:02:28. 

Q: [Shikar]? What did that stand for? 

A: I think it’s [Sam] 00:02:37. 

Q: [Sam]. 

A: He [emigrated] 00:02:390 

Q: Do you think it’s [Shmuel] 00:02:40. 

A: No. [Samuel] probably. 

Q: [Samuel]. Do you know who [Lena] married? What her married name was? 

A: Yes. 

Q: What was her married name? 

A: Her married name, she was Ozder. 

Q: How do you spell that? O -  

A: O Z D E R. I have her photo. 

Q: And [Pechka]? 

A: [Pechka] married [Wulf] 00:03:06 Feldfoger F-E-L-D-F-O-G-E-L 

Q: G-N or? 

A: G-L Feldfogel. 

Q: Feldfogel. [Wulf] And [Sara]? 

A: [Pechka] married – no, he was [Shikar]. 00:03:29 [Pechkar] married [Shikar] Feldfogel. 

Q: [Shikar]. 

A: [Schlinker unclear] 00:03:35 

Q: And [Sara]? 
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A: [Sara] married Doctor [Goldboot]00:03:37 

Q: What was his first name? 

A: [Isaac] 

Q: Did any of them survive? 

A: No. 

Q: All of them perished except your father? 

A: My father didn’t survive either. He died in Russia in [over talk] 00:03:58. 

Q: Right. All right. So I want to go back to earlier times first. 

A: Yes. Absolutely. 

Q: So – and your grandfather made a living just as a Rabbi? He didn’t have to conduct a 
business or anything like that? 

A: No. I believe when – in the younger years, my grandmother was conducting a shop of 
glassware and things. Mirrors and glass and things like that. 

Q: As an addition to the family income? 

A: Yes, yes. She was a very - she had a rich family.  

Q: It was a rich family? 

A: Yes. Came from a very rich family. 

Q: Is that why she married a Rabbi, sort of as a scholar? 

A: Probably, yes. She was a [over talk] 00:04:39.  

Q: And what were her parents rich from? 

A: They were in [unclear] 00:04:45, which is they were suppliers of building materials. 

Q: And that was -  

A: To the army and to the [over talk] 00:04:53 

Q: And that was a good industry to be in? 

A: Oh yes, magnificent.  

Q: And your mother, what sort of background did she come from? 
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A: My mother came from – she lost her father when she was seven. And grandpa was born in 
Moscow. And she studied at Moscow University.  

Q: She – he did? 

A: He studied at Moscow University in those days. 

Q: That must have been unusual. Did he come from a well-to-do family then? 

A: I don’t know much about him. Because she lost him so early in life that her memories 
were not capable of telling me – she could not - she would [unclear] 00:05:33 even more 
about him. Grandmother was most beautiful woman. 

Q: [Rachel] 00:05:40? 

A: Yes. And very intelligent. She finished [unclear] 00:05:46 you know, in those days for 
Jewish women to be educated was something terribly important. And she just finished at 
Pensia - I don’t know how to -  

Q: That was a high school. Boarding school. 

A: It was boarding school, sort of in Łódź. 

Q: And was that considered sort of socially high? 

A: Yeah. Very high. Yes. Very high. And grandfather, when he married her, he - in 1905 he 
was taking part in the revolution. The revolution. 

Q: What, against the Tsar? 

A: Yes. And they had to run away from Poland and they lived in Switzerland. 

Q: This is grandpa, or is that [Sam] 00:06:30? 

A: Yeah. And they lived in Switzerland. He at that time I think -  

Q: Was your mother in fact born in Switzerland then? 

A: No. Mum was born in Łódź also. But Micha, my sister, the one that you saw in the 
picture, was born in Basel, Switzerland. 

Q: What was her name? 

A: Micha. 

Q: M-I -  

A: Like a - 

Q: C-H-A? 
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A: Yes, I think so. Micha.  

Q: Oh, your mother’s sister? 

A: Yeah. 

Q: Was born in Basel? 

A: Basel, Switzerland. 

Q: And this was at the time when your parents – when your grandparents were revolution -  

A: Yes. Were living in Switzerland. 

Q: Were they part of the Bolsheviks? 

A: No, the Bolsheviks didn’t exist then. Don’t mix up. It’s 1905. 1905 is just a revolution of 
intellectuals there. 

Q: Was it the anarchist movement? 

A: No, no, no. 

Q: Not that either? 

A: It was socialistic. It was the proletariat and intelligentsia rose against Tsar and there were 
– straight away there were broken up. They were beaten up and -  

Q: And what had your grandfather in fact studied at Moscow University? What faculty? 

A: [over talk] 00:07:45. 

Q: Oh, so you just knew that he went -  

A: Yes, I knew that he was at Moscow University. That’s how he got all these ideas. His 
brilliant ideas. And I think -  

Q: What did his father do? I mean, [over talk] 00:07:56. 

A: I think [over talk] 00:07:55. 

Q: - to live in Moscow was unusual and for a Jew to go to university. 

A: Absolutely. But he must have been extremely rich. And they were in jewellery, because 
later on grandpa was in jewellery, and when he died, grandmother inherited the jewellery. 
And she ran it for a little while, and then she married again. And when she married, this my 
step-grandfather was adorable. But he was good for nothing. He lost everything. Whatever 
she had was lost.  

Q: I see. So your mo-  
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A: He played on violin and he was artistic and everything but had no sense of business at all. 
Whatever he touched -  

Q: He lost money. 

A: Lost money. That’s what my mother used to say. Whenever everybody was selling silk 
stockings, he was selling woollen stockings. When they were doing electric bulbs, the new 
ones came in, he was in gas. Always behind the times somehow. Losing everything, whatever 
[over talk] 00:09:02. 

Q: So when your parents met, your mother was not as comfortably off as your father? 

A: When my parents met? 

Q: Yeah. 

A: Well, my mother lived – my mother was very young. She was only 18 when she married 
my father. 

Q: And she had – how many siblings did she have? 

A: Only a sister. 

Q: Only the one sister? 

A: And a step-brother after my mother. 

Q: What was his name? 

A: Arthur 00:09:27, but you write it – that’s not from the same family, right? 

Q: Yes. I realise that. Yes. What was his second name? 

A: Arthur? 

Q: Yeah.  

A: Arthur Lewkowicz. 

Q: L-E-W..? 

A: K-O -  

Q: W-I-C-Z? 

A: Correct. You can write Polish.  

Q: Did Micha and Arthur survive? 

A: [unclear] 00:09:51 eight. I think it would be better when – just like that. Like in the bible, 
you know the prophet, Micha? 
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Q: Yes. 

A: With eight on the end.  

Q: I see, M-I – I see. 

A: I think that would be the -  

Q: That was a man’s name. 

A: Marie. The translation in French, she was Marie. It was both. Mother and aunty were 
French educated. Mother studied in Paris at the [unclear] 00:10:14, and aunty was having 
music. 

Q: I see. And did your aunty survive? 

A: No. Well, she survived, yes. She survived but she died in Canada later. 

Q: Right. 

A: She had a story – her story is a story of [over talk] 00:10:29. 

Q: Right. Well, let’s – this is yours, so your parents met when? 

A: Oh, well, they were married in 1925 I think, because I was born in 1926, so they – and my 
father was trading with Łódź. 

Q: As what?  

A: He was a merchant in supplying wool waste. Wool waste to factories in Bialystok. 
Bialystok was an industrial town. 

Q: For cleaning machinery? 

A: No, no. For the making of material. They used to get the waste then tear it apart. Produce 
the spin – you know, spin the thread and then spinning it. 

Q: So it was re-using non-virgin wool? 

A: That’s right. Yes. 

Q: I see. And he collected it all over Poland, did he? 

A: No, he didn’t collect. He was buying from France. He was bringing – he was importing 
Belgium, France, Germany, Switzerland – no, Sweden and England at one stage. He was very 
big here.  

Q: Your father? Were you well off? Please tell us. 

A: Yes. 
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Q: You were well off? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And would you say middle class, or upper class? 

A: I would say upper middle class. 

Q: Why? Did you have servants? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you had a house, a big house? 

A: No, we were not living in a house. It was an apartment. 

Q: That was normal? That was the norm even for well-to-do people? 

A: Oh, yes, yes. Later on I think in their 30s people started to build villas outside. But that 
was not the thing. 

Q: Not in your time? 

A: No. My father was not interested. His opinion was that better to be rich than have – own a 
house or something like that. So he always liked to live in apartment with people around him, 
I think.  

Q: And so you children, what sort of an education did you have? 

A: Well, we went to school. 

Q: What sort of a school? 

A: A Jewish -  

Q: It was a Jewish school? 

A: Jewish Polish school. It was a gymnasium which had a hall. There’s equal rights with 
Polish schools, which was a very [over talk] 00:12:50 

Q: Does that mean it was state owned or privately owned? 

A: No, private. Totally private. It was [over talk] 00:12:56. 

Q: And what – can you explain what was the – what factor made it equal with Polish school 
or not equal? 

A: Well, I think that you have to go back to the 19th century and to the time of the Russian 
occupation and at that time they were allowing schools – private schools to exist for the 
Jewish people. They did not have full rights with the Russian gymnasium. To get this 
particular rights, I think the owners had to pay some colossal taxes or whatever, and only then 
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the children allowed to sit for the governmental exams to get the matriculations equal, the 
whole world. When Poland came over, Poland had a state school system. And Poland had a 
state gymnasium. But the schools which were in existence from the Tsar’s time continued on. 
And they had to get the rights off the state school. Because the Poles were prejudiced against 
the Jews. And they wanted to keep the Jews down. And a Jewish child who was going to 
Polish school, didn’t fare very well. So Jewish parents tried to keep their children in Jewish 
environment. But they wanted at the same time the children to go to universities. And you 
couldn’t enter university on just a documentation from ordinary Jewish school. So whoever 
finished a private school, to be admitted to university had to sit for another lot of exams. And 
due to numerous clauses at my time, they would fail. They would fail for no reason. 

So this – it was a great privilege if a gymnasium has the rights. Because then the 
matriculation was accepted. And you [knew that] 00:15:11 it was not guaranteed that you 
would be admitted to the Polish university, because of the quota, but at least there was a 
possibility. And you had a level that you were matriculated. That you could get jobs 
according to the meticulous standard. It was tremendous recommendation on the paper. The 
bureaucracy was great, and if you just paper from Jewish school, it meant nothing. 
Absolutely nothing. There were some schools which – say we had a Hebrew gymnasium in 
Bialystok. It didn’t have the full rights. So that Hebrew scholars, Hebrew children, usually 
being Zionistic, were aiming and went to Hebrew university in [unclear] 00:15:57. 

Q: They actually left Poland?  

A: That’s why you have – yes. Or majority mostly rich Jewish children were going overseas 
to study. France, England, to Belgium. Wherever they could get and be accepted. Because it 
was very, very difficult for a Jew to get a higher education in Poland, in my times. Bialystok, 
I think this was about 1938/39. 

Q: And did you have any Jewish education? 

A: Yes. We had religious instructions. And we had Hebrew. But Hebrew - 

Q: Within the school curriculum? 

A: Hebrew was not within it. They had to actually smuggle in Hebrew. Hebrew were 
studying on – you know, when there’s a big interval, it’s all after hours. 

Q: Yes, after school. 

A: After school. But they tried to fit in half an hour in the, you know, one hour he had 
interval. And they were trying to fit in Hebrew in the big interval, as we called it. 

Q: So – and was there school on Sunday or Saturday for the Jewish kids? 

A: On Saturday, no. 

Q: Just in the afternoon after school? 

A: Just [over talk] 00:17:15. 
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Q: And what sort of level of religious observance did your family keep? 

A: Well, being a son of a Rabbi, he was not a religious man. 

Q: That is a corollary? 

A: No. Because he was not religious. Father was not religious. I don’t know if he was 
believer or not. I think he was not a believer. 

Q: Did you keep a kosher kitchen? 

A: Yes. Well, that was -  

Q: The norm. 

A: That was the norm. That was not anything particular. But that was just normal. And well, 
we were emancipated to that, that we could eat anything. You know, but -  

Q: And your father too? 

A: Yes. Oh, definitely. My father [over talk] 00:18:00. 

Q: What do you mean by anything? 

A: Ham. 

Q: You ate ham? 

A: Yes. 

Q: At home? 

A: No. 

Q: Outside the house? 

A: If you wanted. It never fascinated me, but if you wanted. 

Q: But you could have eaten it. Your parents would not have been upset?  

A: No, no. Not at all. 

Q: And while you say – what do you mean about being the son of a Rabbi, he was either – 
you feel that this flowed from reaction against his family? Or what? 

A: It was a small town. 

Q: What, Łódź? 

A: No, Bialystok. We lived in Bialystok. 
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Q: I thought it was a large city. 

A: Ha. If you call 100,005 people a large city. Like [unclear] 00:18:37 a large city. 

Q: Is that all that Bialystok has? 

A: Yeah, that’s how it grows in our imagination. Bigger than what we think it could be. But it 
was, it was a town. We didn’t have trams. We had buses. With just one bus from the station 
to the centre of the city. Otherwise it was taxis, but taxis there were maybe five or six in the 
latest years and the majority – there was a [unclear] 00:19:05 that you travelled on. 

Q: You amaze me, because the way people – I’ve never looked up the figures for Bialystok. 
The way people talk, I always thought it was a huge city. 

A: 100,005. 

Q: Rival to Warsaw. 

A: Also it was city of education, of enlightenment. It was a city that always valued education 
and they were very active politically. And Zionistically minded. Or socialistically minded, 
you know, they were -  

Q: Was that because of the political environment of the region? Or the geographical position? 

A: Oh, because it was an industrial city. It was industrial city. It had rich people and it had 
workers. And intelligence, as you know, it’s always empathetic towards the fate of the 
workers. And so you had these trends. You could find Jews of every colour and every 
persuasion. It was very active in Bialystok. I don’t know, the all Zionistic organisation. All 
the -  

Q: And was your family involved in any of these movements? 

A: Not at all. My mother was a very open-minded, but I would say we were all brought in 
democratic tradition. As democrats. 

Q: Well, and was that usual for the sons of – wanting to turn against religion? 

A: No. 

Q: So what had happened in your father’s life to make him like that? 

A: Well, I think he went to gymnasium. And he travelled a lot. You know. 

Q: For his work. 

A: For his work. 

Q: Did he travel outside -  

A: Outside Poland, all the time. He rubbed shoulders with all different people. 
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Q: Did he speak -  

A: Many languages. 

Q: What languages did he speak? 

A: He spoke German, French, and English. He was a marvellous man.  

Q: He looks a handsome man from his painting there. 

A: He was a very handsome man. And a very good man, who helped everybody he could, 
wherever or whatever – wherever it was, even in [Siberia] 00:21:23. 

Q: And you were the oldest child? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And so were you still at school in 1913? You were attending -  

A: 1939. 

Q: Yes, 1939 I bed your pardon. Were you attending gymnasium or was it still primary 
school at that stage? 

A: No, it was a gymnasium. It was a first -  

Q: What sort of a gymnasium -  

A: First gymnasium. 

Q: What does that mean? 

A: First because there is six classes of – how do you say? The lower school. We had the -  

Q: So it was like Year 7 of the gymnasium? 

A: That’s right. 

Q: Year 7. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Right. And that was – was that also a Jewish gymnasium, or a -  

A: That was the -  

Q: The same one -  

A: That was gymnasium Druskina, which was the privately owned -  

Q: How do you spell Druskina? D R U S K -  
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A: I-N  

Q: A. 

A: Yeah. No, no. Druskina is because it – what do you call it? In [unclear] 00:22:21 it was A 
on the end. But it was Druskina. 

Q: He was the owner or the founder? 

A: Yeah, he was the owner. And later on it belonged, I believe, to cooperative of the teachers 
who taught at the school. 

Q: What do you mean later? During the war or after war? 

A: No, I think he founded it and it has his name. But when I already was there, it belonged to 
the cooperative of the teachers. 

Q: Right. Now, during the years of your childhood before the war, before the Second World 
War, did you personally experience any anti-Semitism? 

A: None whatsoever. I didn’t know any Poles. 

Q: You didn’t know any Poles? Why was that? How many – what was the proportion of Jews 
to other groups in Bialystok? 

A: There was about 60,000 Jews and the rest were Poles. And not only Poles, but white 
Russian. 

Q: So there was a majority of Jews in Bialystok? And were the Jews all social classes? Or 
were they a particular social class? Were they all middle class? 

A: No. Workers were – workers predominantly. They were just exactly like every other city 
divided into the rich. The only thing is that Jews did not own land, though some did. But in 
the vicinity of Bialystok. 

Q: They owned land? 

A: Yes, yes. One of my girlfriend’s grandfather had a possession at Latifundia, not far from 
Bialystok. 

Q: It was called Latifundia from the Latin word? 

A: Yeah, for sure. Because that’s how you – that’s – but not in Polish, but that I translated 
and he had his own -  

Q: It was not called Latifundia in [over talk] 00:24:08 

A: No. Latifundia is the [just possession] 00:24:12, I’m using Polish word for it. He has his 
own word,  which I don’t know what he was doing, I think it was mostly dairy. And another 
girlfriend of mine who lives in Israel, her father had land but it was a factory of bricks. So it 
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was a building like a house, dwellings, and the factory was there. So they were also land 
owners. So-called. But usually it was not in Bialystok itself. But outside. In Bialystok, there 
were – first there was great industries who had factories. 

Q: What were the industries based on? 

A: Textiles. 

Q: Textiles? 

A: Textiles. Dye houses. And also they were treating leather. Tanneries. 

Q: And what variety of textiles? Were they cotton? Wool? Or -  

A: No, wool. Used waste. Not original wool. Used waste. 

Q: Was there so much used waste wool about that to make a whole industry? 

A: It was not about – you are simplifying. You think the people were collecting [unclear] 
00:25:30 outside in the yard. No. It was not like that. Whole wagons were coming that, you 
know, transports full of waste that my father was buying from Belgium, from France, from 
whatever. You know, wherever. It was an open market. It was a very big business. 

Q: And what was this wool used for? 

A: This waste for material. And the -  

Q: That was recycled into material? 

A: Yes. Father had machinery that were tearing apart. First it was sorted. Sorted out by 
people. 

Q: Into -  

A: Into cars. White were more expensive. Coloured ones were – you know, the ones that you 
put in – because white you could dye into whatever colour you wanted. It’s like fashion – 
following the fashion, right. And the other ones were just, I don’t know how they used it, but 
they – but all was going into process of being torn apart into thread. And then there were 
spinned, and only then – father had the process of – he was bringing it in, he was sorting it in. 
And then sometimes he was straight away selling the stuff, because they were seasons. If 
there’s six seasons where wool – you know, six months where wool – six months were latent. 
And during this latent month, he would prepare the threads, you know, he would pull them 
apart and do these things. You know, he had to have -  

Q: And what sort of material was produced? 

A: The material was produced was quite nice. 

Q: What variety? What were the names or variety? 
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A: Worsted. 

Q: Worsted? 

A: Yes. That’s what I think. It was worsted. And the main market for it was Manchuria and 
China. It was going to China. And India. So few Polish – few Bialystok Jews had money 
outside, you know, in this particular place. So when they came here to Australia, they were 
rich people. Like the [Selwin] 00:27:44. 

Q: The who? 

A: Like the [Sokolds.] 00:27:42. [Selwin], they were [unclear] 00:27:45 from Poland. 
Anything - you might have met them [unclear] 00:27:49.  

Q: No, no. 

A: They’re quite rich here too. And [Sokold], he was also – that was [Sokold] and [unclear] 
00:28:00 it was a big factory. Back then my girlfriend [unclear] 00:28:05. Now then you had 
– there were industries, right? Then you had the intelligentsia, working intelligentsia. You 
had doctors, lawyers, and architects, dentists – you know, the three professions, which were – 
then you had shopkeepers. That was the prosperous part of – and then you had the workers. 

Q: And were there any other industries? Or the wool industries predominated? That was all? 

A: Yes. That was textiles. That was very well-known textiles centre in Poland. 

Q: Just – although it’s out of place, but has that survived the Second World War? 

A: I don’t think so, no. With the – no, Bialystok is not now a textile city. Bialystok is a 
university city now. They built their university. The Jews perished, the factories were 
destroyed, everything. You know, I must say there were like tradesmen of all calibre. 
Electricians, plumbers, everything was done by the Jews. The service industries, which [were 
selling - ] 00:29:22. 

Q: Did that affect then this – please tell me about your sister. You had also a sister? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Tell me, how old was she and what was her name? 

A: Her name was Jara. J-A-R-A. 

Q: Oh, that’s an unusual name. 

A: Yeah. 

Q: Was that short for anything? And she was born when? 

A: 1930. 
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Q: 1930. So she -  

A: In February. February 27. February 19.  

Q: So she was three and a half years younger than you? Now when the war started, tell me 
what happened when the Second World War started? 

A: Well, 1939, 1st of September. We were playing in the garden. And we heard the war is on. 
And we could hear German planes coming. And bombs exploding on the central station. 
Which is – at Bialystok was not such a big city, you could hear profoundly. And our 
neighbour, Mr [Flumky] 00:30:42 who had his storage places there came running. Frightened 
out of his wits. War, war, war, war. And we thought he was funny.  

Q: You were bombed on the first day of the war? Really? The German planes came over? 

A: Bialystok was an important centre. Bialystok was important because on the crossroad it 
was Paris, Moscow. And the train was coming through Warsaw, Bialystok, stopped, that's all. 
So we were in the middle. We were very important railway centre and textile. And the 
Germans were in the First World War in Bialystok. And there is a history which there’s no 
place for it – Bialystok was part of East Prussia at one state of its history, in 18th century. So 
the Germans always felt that Bialystok is somehow connected to them. And that’s probably 
why they survived for long. They were until 1943, August 1943, the ghetto was still there. It 
was one of the last ghettos. 

Q: To disappear? 

A: To disappear after the uprisings. And, well, we had a radio blaring all the time with 
announcements of the raids. Plane raids on the city. We were terribly excited, because we felt 
it’s fun. We always heard stories about the First World War, so now we’re going to witness a 
war. And we thought it’s great. There was a call for all men at the age of [unclear] 00:32:21, 
well an age, to leave Bialystok. And so my father had to go. My mother said, 'Wherever 
father goes, I go.' 

Q: So where did he have to go? 

A: Well, just leave the city. What the Polish command wanted to do with that, I don’t know. 
But -  

Q: I believe the same order came to Warsaw. 

A: For everyone. It was all of Poland. All able-bodies men who can carry arms, to leave the 
towns and go east. What they thought probably, to regroup they thought that would hold – 
they’ll have to -  

Q: So you left with your parents? 

A: Well, yes. It was not easy, but father hired a – how do you say? Not [fiaco] 00:33:16. 
Well, first of all we went by [fiaco] then we had turn into a [rollvager] 00:33:21 which was a 
flat -  
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Q: Horse carriage? 

A: Horse carriage. And I remember mum taking a whole bag of salt. Ah, you’re dealing with 
peasants, and it’s better than money during the war. 

Q: Is it? 

A: Yes. 

Q: There was a such of shortage of salt in Poland? 

A: In those parts, yes, because salt was coming from south of Poland. So – and peasants were 
very poor. So they never bought anything to stock. And I remember my mother – that was my 
mother’s idea anyhow. 

Q: And did – so where did you go to? 

A: We went towards – we were going towards [Vilno] 00:34:05 but we stopped in Lyda 

Q: Is that – is  [Vilno] further east? 

A: Yes. It’s north-east. Because father had a sister living in [Vilno]. The Doctor [Goldboot. 
Boot] 00:34:20. 

Q: Bood? D? 

A: I think it’s – T I think. [Goldboot]. Yes. And so we went towards – but we stopped on the 
Lyda in a little village -  

Q: How do you spell Lyda 

A: Lyda. L Y D A. 

Q: Yeah. In a village called what? 

A: Iwie. I-W-I-E. 

Q: Yes. 

A: We passed [Slornim] 00:34:55 which we had friends there. Where we have friends really. 
We stopped there. We were travelling – see, when you travel by – with a horse, then you stop 
wherever you can. And sleeping in those taverns, in those little places was for us terrible. 
Because we had to share a bed. It was only one room. You know, and there was – not very 
pleasant. And before we arrived in Iwie, on the way there were police leading the little 
villages. And when they met us coming out of the villages, my father didn’t look very Jewish. 
As you could see, he had those real big, blue eyes a very straight little nose, and they thought 
that he was not – my mother also. So they said, don’t – Jews should not go to these villages 
because they will rob them. And that was very sobering thought. And that’s when we went up 
-  
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Q: Who would rob who? The villagers would -  

A: Villagers. 

Q: Would rob the Jews? 

A: Rob the people who are going out of towns with their possessions. We had, you know, we 
had clothing, we had things. Probably mum had jewellery. Whatever money, whatever they 
had they took with them. And the police was warning them not to enter these villages because 
the peasants can rob you. But how can you not enter villages when you are on the route? And 
we have seen planes flying around. And we had to get out from the carriage and -  

Q: They bombed the roads? 

A: They were bombing the roads. And that was a very frightening, approaching the villages. 
We as children felt terribly frightened that they can rob us and kill us. You know. 

Q: So how long were you on the road? 

A: About five days. And then we were in Iwie. And there we stopped. When we reached that 
– there were a few Jewish families living there. And we got a room with a Jewish family. Not 
in a – little sort of tavern, but in a Jewish place. And we stayed there ‘til the Russians came 
in. 

Q: When was that? That was about a fortnight later? 

A: No. The Russians came into Iwie before they came to Bialystok. Bialystok I think it took 
about 17 days that they came. Bialystok was occupied by the Germans straight away. 

Q: And then they retreated over -  

A: They give Bialystok back. And grandfather was arrested by the Germans. 

Q: Your grandparents were with you? 

A: No, they stayed in Bialystok. We left only our immediate family. Mother, father, and my 
sister. I don’t think you’ll find this area here, but on one of my Polish maps I might show 
you. Not here. 

Q: No, I’m just trying to try and find Bialystok. I see. Right. 

A: Yeah. You see where we’re going. This way. Here. In this direction. 

Q: Right. So -  

A: So Russians overtook us. And we were over in – we were delighted when the Russians – 
the fear of the Germans was very great. My father was a president of the anti-fascists league 
in Bialystok. And he stopped trading with Germany from the 1936. 

Q: So did you – when the Russians came in, what happened? 
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A: Oh, they didn’t come in at – we had to – we turned back. We could have gone – we had 
two very important decisions to make. All to go [Vilno], which was -  

Q: Further east? 

A: Further east – north-east. Or turn back to Bialystok. And my father decided that he wants 
to die in his own bed. He has nothing to fear from the Russians. He will give all what he 
possessed. He will tell him freely not to wait to be socialised but just he will give them 
everything they want. And he will work. If you want to work, who will stop you from 
working? Why not? My mother thought that would be a very good idea. So we returned 
home. When we returned home -  

Q: When did you return home? Was it still September or was it October? 

A: It was September. We were returned home practically as it was liberated. We only waited 
for the Russians to liberate Bialystok. And I have to tell you here, we had a governess. And 
our governess was a Jewish girl. She was a communist. My mother knew that she was a 
communist but she didn’t surrender here to the authorities. She was very free-thinking and 
she felt that everybody can believe and practise whatever they like. 

Q: This is before the war? 

A: Before the war. 

Q: Why – a communist had to be surrendered to the authorities? 

A: Well, she was – yes. Communist Party was banned in Poland. And to be communist 
always had the degree of danger that you can be arrested. And she was actually hiding, which 
we found out when one day she didn’t turn up for work. She didn’t sleep in our place. She 
was living on her own, and she gave mum the address. And when she didn’t turn up, mum 
said, well she’s sick. Buy flowers and go and visit her. So we did. And we came to the door 
and there was nobody on this address of that name. And so forth. And as a matter of fact, 
later on her name was mentioned. She fought in the uprising of Bialystok. Right. Found her 
name. 

Q: What was her name? 

A: [Rahela Rosenstein] 00:41:25. We didn’t know that she was married. But she was 
married. And -  

Q: When you say a governess, was she educating you? Or just sort of keeping an eye on you? 

A: No. She was educating us, because – in the way of different approaches that my mother 
had. Her ideas. So we had discussions, book discussions, extra-curriculum, you know. 

Q: On top of the gymnasium? 

A: Yeah, on top of. I spoke fluent in French at that time. 
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Q: How did you learn French? 

A: Because father spoke French and mum was French educated. So the French was coming 
in. 

Q: So you were truly upper middle class, then? 

A: I would not – I don’t know. We were well off. I don’t want to [over talk] 00:42:16.  

Q: Compared with the average Jewish family? 

A: Yeah. 

Q: Or Polish family? 

A: We were very well to do people. There were richer than us. 

Q: Yes, of course. There always are. 

A: There always are. So we were very comfortable. And I think my childhood was the most 
perfect childhood that a child could dream of. The happiest, [unclear] 00:42:40 and that was 
probably a basis of my survival. Something that I always looked back to with tremendous 
longing. And understanding how lucky I was. There was nothing that we lacked, but it was 
just so beautiful. My mother was so educated. And the books, the discussions, and the salon 
that she kept. The lawyers and doctors and the [over talk] 00:43:10. 

Q: Did – your mother did no housework or anything? 

A: No. We had two maids. Mother cooked very well, but she only – they were peeling the 
potatoes. They were doing everything. And mum was -  

Q: Dabbled in the - 

A: Yeah. She was cooking whatever she wanted to. She cooked the French way, since she 
was making, say lettuce in a different way of dressing, the French dressing. Or she was 
making the little sausages and French pastry and all those little delicacies that you know, but 
they were not known in Poland. Different compotes, different jams, picked pears. I can do 
that too, because I witnessed that, you know. Marinating fruit and marinated fruit with nuts 
and things like that. She was extremely capable, and what she didn’t learn she probably read. 
I don’t know. But she was brilliant woman. And she was very greatly admired. And always 
had tremendous following. 

Q: What do you mean by following? 

A: Well, you know how it is in a small town. There is always people that want to be friendly 
with you. She was always very – well, greatly admired. She was an artist in her own way, 
because she was sculpting and she was painting. And that was all taking place when I was 
growing up. Not like now, but you know, so many years ago. But I never talk about that mind 
you. You would not know.  
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Q: Right. So what happened when you came back to Bialystok? To the family? 

A: Well, when we came back, my governess who was married – also she was a communist. 
And he first thing we came home and who had lived there? [unclear] 00:45:00 and her 
husband. 

Q: In your home? 

A: Yes. 

Q: How come? They’d taken it over? Were you able to get back in? 

A: No. 

Q: Why not? Speak up a little bit. 

A: Well, straight away – she let us in to sort of be there, and for a little while they had a room 
for them. So they took a room for themselves. And we were sort of crowded into the other 
rooms. But then later on, the apartment was repossessed and we had to move. We lived with 
grandpa. We had to leave -  

Q: Well, was she an important communist? 

A: She was – yes. She was a communist. And she took [unclear] 00:45:52. He was a 
policeman. He became a policeman in Bialystok. And she became a party organiser and had 
tremendous speeches for people how she was exploited by people. 

Q: She was exploited? 

A: Yes. 

Q: By your family? 

A: Yes. How she was exploited. And how should everybodyhave all the same rights. And 
you see, she had to bath a girl of eight. You know, she had to put her to bath and wash her 
back. And that was exploitation. So that was the first thing. The first encounter with – [audio 
ends abruptly] 

RG-50.617.0063.02.07 

Q: So, can you repeat that phrase, please?  

A: I don’t -  

Q: You told me that your - 

A: That was first encounter with the Soviet [unclear] 00:00:10 when we were sort of thrown 
out from our own home. 

Q: By your former governess? 
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A: Yes, by my former governess that my mother protected.  

Q: How did she treat you? 

A: After that, I have never seen her.  After we left our home. 

Q: Did she survive the war? 

A: No.  She perished in the Bialystok. 

Q: I see. 

A: She fought.  Yes, but I never seen her, since we left the - 

Q: So, what happened to your father’s business when you came back? 

A: He gave everything, straight away as he came back, he gave everything what he had to the 
Soviet authorities.  And for a little while, he was unemployed.    

Q: And then? 

A: Until they brought in the organisation of the system, to the Soviet system took over the 
Polish system.  Being a merchant and being his own boss, he was very well, how do you say, 
versed in accountancy.  So, he became an accountant.  And he was a brilliant man, so he had 
a very, had a high position.  He was one of those, how do you say, main accountants in the 
shoe factory.  Was a shoe factory number two and father worked as accountant there.   

Q: And were you able to get your personal possessions out of the house, out of the flat? 

A: Yes, we could take everything but unfortunately as it happens with Soviet [unclear] 
00:01:47, space was very precious.  We were pushed into the grandpa’s flat.  Grandpa, my 
aunty [Pashka] 00:01:56 and uncle [unclear] 00:01:57 with their child, Leon, with my cousin.  
Lift up guest, you know what it means?  Live there with grandfather and grandmother. 

Q: Before the war? 

A: Before the war.  They always, aunty never left.  Never left because my father gave dowry 
to her.  In those days a girl could not marry without dowry, so he came, and he lived there 
with grandfather and grandmother.  And it was not such a luxurious apartment as ours, didn’t 
have so many bedrooms.  So, grandpa had a bedroom with grandma and aunty and Leon had 
his little room.   

Q: How old was Leon? 

A: Leon was eight.  There was a study, my grandpa’s study, and then there was a dining 
room and sort of salon, you know, the place where you entertain, or grandpa was giving 
marriages.  So, what happened to us at that stage, my sister went to one aunty and I slept on 
the couch in the lounge room.  And mother and father got the salon, was changed into a 
bedroom.  And they put this - 
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Q: Extra bed there. 

A: The double bed, they had to take the dining room out, so they put into the lounge and 
around the table and the chairs.  And here it was just a bed and to separate from passing, like 
here say for instance, the wardrobe was standing.  So that bed and the wardrobe and the 
round table and that’s how father and mother lived. 

Q: For how long did that go on? 

A: That go from 1940 until 1942, until the end of – through to 1941 to 20th of June 1941. 

Q: And you lived there from the time you came back or for a short time you went to your 
flat? 

A: In our flat, we were only few months after we return in September and then we have to 
move in ’39 already.  So, my sister was with my aunty [Lena] 00:04:26 and I was sleeping on 
the couch. 

Q: All right.  Did you go back to school during that period? 

A: Yes.   

Q: To the same school.   

A: Yes, the same school, changed language into English. 

Q: Because it was the official language for Soviet Jews. 

A: No.  Well, it was for a very short time and then it changed into White Russian.  And then 
it changed into Russian. 

Q: What’s the difference between White Russian and Russian? 

A: White Russian’s a dialect.  It’s a different language.  White Russia is, you know, Minsk is 
there is the capital of White Russia.   

Q: I see. 

A: So, we belonged to the White Russia, we weren’t the western part of White Russia.  The 
western part of White Russia, so we had English first, then White Russian and then they 
changed it to the – I have even still with me a document from my school that was a number 
eight. 

Q: School. 

A: Yeah, school number six, school number eight.  They changed the system into the Soviets 
10 years, and I was in the seventh class when [unclear] 00:05:35. You are tired?  
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Q: No, no.  Look, what happened during that period?  Can you tell me some more about the 
period September 39 until June 41?  Did your father work as an accountant the whole time in 
that shoe factory?  

A: Yes, then came -  

Q: Did your mother work? 

A: Yes.   

Q: Where did she work there? 

A: My mother worked before, she worked in the office as a secretary or whatever.   

Q: Could she type? 

A: Yes, she could type, she could do anything.  But if she didn't know how she learned.  She 
was adaptable, she was very adaptable.  And in that particular time, my mother found work 
first, my father was unemployed, and it was very bad for him because there were deportations 
going on. 

Q: To where? 

A: Right away from 1939 to Siberia. 

Q: To Russia. 

A: And if not, then they were giving passports and for people who were unemployed they 
were not issuing passports. 

Q: Passports to where? 

A: Well, it is just like you have a certificate – identity card like what they want to introduce. 

Q: I see. 

A: So, in Polish, it's in Russian for the passport, you had to have a passport to show your 
identification.  For everything, there was always something official that you had to stamp 
who you were, what you were doing, where you worked.  And people of at that social – how 
would you say – social were - 

Q: Anti-social? 

A: No, no, no.  Social descendancy.  He was a son of a Rabbi. 

Q: That counted against him? 

A: Certainly.  Religious personality, you know, that the Russia was and is [artistic] 00:07:27 
and it was even more [artistic] in the times of Stalin.  That was [unclear] 00:07:32. But his 
social, you know, his ancestors were not the right sort of thing and he himself was a 
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merchant.  He was an enemy of the people, he was exploiter.  So, for those people, and if they 
were not unemployed.  Bialystok was out bounds, so we could have been sent out of 
Bialystok into some little village.  We had no right to live in Bialystok and for a time it was 
hanging over us like [Demopolis'] 00:08:05 sword.  But luckily, he got work as an accountant 
and he got his passport without the [unclear] 00:08:18 you get a – how would you say that, 
what is the right translation?  Reservation.  You know, you get the passport with reservation 
and for every reservation, it's just like in the constitution, you have numbered different 
clauses.   

So, you had a passport with a clause.  If you had a passport with close number 21 for 
instance, you are not allowed to live in Bialystok.  With passports closer and so you can live 
only hundred kilometres from Bialystok.  So, Bialystok became a very important defence 
spot.  It was not very from the around here, and it had fortification, army past. 

Q: Was there any inkling that there could be a fight between the Germans and the Russians? 

A: Well, you know that they had concluded a pact.   

Q: Yes, I know. 

A: You know that.  So, we were - naturally the propaganda was working the day our friends 
and there was no, there won’t be a war but being of non-Russian descendancy but Polish we 
suspected that won’t last very long.  We had a lot of refugees from western Poland.  
Bialystok was swamped, it grew up from 100,0000 people to about 300 or – no 300,000 or 
400,000 people.  They were deportations which were conducted if you were caught on the 
street without a document, you were taken to the station and you disappeared.  So, a lot of 
those refugees never had a chance to stay in Bialystok. 

Q: And they were sent to - 

A: They were imported into Russia.  Wherever they needed workforce. 

Q: But there was their saving.   

A: They didn’t do it to save.   

Q: No, no, but it turned out. 

A: It turned out, but it was not done in [unclear] 00:10:22.  It was done because they were 
wandering population that they had no control of.  They didn’t have a domicile address.  
They were without work, they were dealing on black market.  They were crowded city which 
the Soviets tried to make to russifici - 

Q: Rusif, yeah. 

A: Russification.  Russfici, all right.  So, what were they doing?  They were taking the local 
population, the native one’s, first the industrialist [unclear] 00:10:56 was deported already in 
the 1939, in the end of 1939.  Others were, the Polish intelligence was deported, the police, 
the public servants.  They were all in the first, they were going, you know, the administration 
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was going first.  Then the rich population of Bialystok and part of Bialystok has left to Vilna, 
there was smuggling going on.  Because Vilna became a part of the Lithuanian Republic and 
it was still capitalistic.  And they could buy themselves visas and go away into the free world 
if the succeeded.  A lot of Vilna went to Shanghai.   

Q: At that period still? 

A: Yes.  1940 they were still - 

Q: Anybody that you knew? 

A: Oh yes.  They were here, they came here in 1946 I think or ’45 and Australia let refugees 
in from Shanghai.   

Q: Speak up a little bit, yeah.  Your voice is sometimes - 

A: This is so terribly funny; I am a loudspeaker and when I talk about myself, I go -  

Q: Low. 

A: Low.   

Q: No, but it’s - 

A: Psychologically something there.  Normally I speak loudly, you know, it’s funny. 

Q: So, during that period your family, did you have difficulty in feeding yourself or did you 
have adequate means to survive during that period? 

A: Well we tried, as the Soviet system takes over the queues are the matter of fact.  You had 
to queue up for bread, you had to queue up for products and you have to queue up for 
absolutely everything.  There were stores of food which were held by the ex-shop keepers.  
So, bartering started.  Whatever you had of value you could sell and buy on the black market.  
You always had - the peasants were coming in from the countryside and bringing different 
things and if you had contact before the war, so they knew where to come.  They were 
bartering for different things because you couldn’t get materials, you couldn’t get clothing, 
everything disappeared, all of a sudden Bialystok became non-city of everything, of plenty.  
Everything was hidden, but people had it.  Then after the deportations, when they sort of 
stabilised the population, a lot of Russians came in. 

Q: From - 

A: From Russia, from central Russia.  From Minsk, a lot of White Russians came in.  Know, 
that was the ruling, that was the administration, that was the ruling, you know, ruling circles 
of – and [unclear] 00:13:50 they came in.  All those [unclear] 00:13:52 replanted themselves. 

Q: And what happened with [unclear] 00:13:58? 

A: I never met her.  After we left our place, after we fled out [over talk] 00:14:04. 
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Q: But you felt bitter towards her or what? 

A: Well, she stopped existing, she was ungrateful to us, she was - 

Q: But wasn’t she a prominent person in the [over talk] 00:14:13? 

A: She was working – she was what I heard, she was working with the ex-governesses, with 
the ex-people who worked for others. 

Q: There were so many of them, like there was an association? 

A: No.  Not they were maids you know, it couldn’t be classified only the governesses, but to 
maids.  To people who served others.  And she was out of – united them and tried to make 
them, put them on pedestal according to the slogan who was nothing, [over talk] 00:14:47 
something.  So, they tried courses of education, night classes, she was organising the 
education of this, that what I was told.  But we never, never, ever saw her again.  She just was 
- 

Q: And how come your sister went to a pioneer camp?  Did you both go to the pioneers? 

A: What happened, in the school, all children had to belong to pioneers.  That was one of 
those expressions of loyalty and if a child, some children were not admitted, so if they are not 
admitted they were, they felt very themselves as [pania's,] 00:15:32, they were - 

Q: Were you in the [pania's]? 

A: Yes.  I was a top student in my class, and I was always, you know, they could not by-pass 
me and they couldn’t by-pass my little sister because also she was the best in the class.  So, if 
they wanted or not wanted and my parents were working, when I was – we had to write 
biographies.  Every time whatever you do it, autobiography.  Who was your father, who is 
your mother, what she’s doing and so forth, all the time even children.   

Q: And where did that go? 

A: In the school.  They kept it in the school, they kept it for purposes unknown. So, every 
year for summer, children were going for camps and one summer we went together, 1940, we 
went together to camp.  And 1941 I was very good at sport and I was going to sports school 
at night and I was chosen to go to Mirsk for [Spartakiata,] 00:16:40 which is sort of an 
Olympics.  My sister begged my mother, let me go without her for once, she’s always on my 
back, 'Don’t do this and don’t do that.'  And my father didn’t want her to go because he said it 
might be war.  But my mother said they wouldn’t send children to the front here, because 
Algersdorf was not very far. 

Q: What was the name of the place?  

A: Algersdorf.  Yes, that's right.  It was not far from front. 

Q: Was it on the seashore? 
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A: No, it’s lakes.   

Q: Right. 

A: Lakes.  It’s not far from us.  She said they won’t be sent there, nobody wants to expose 
themselves, nothing will be there anyhow.  And she let her go.  So, she went, and I stayed 
behind.   

Q: And what happened when you were taken with [over talk] 00:17:45? 

A: That's a very interesting story.  My mother, through her director, knew that there would be 
deportation, that that particular night will be deportation.  So, she hid herself, she was very 
friendly with the director and his wife.   

Q: What was she working for - 

A: I don’t remember what the offices they were, that she worked.  It was just a consumer, 
some kind of office.  I don’t – you see.  She knew from him that there would be deportations, 
so she hid herself in one spot together with the wife of this director in his place.  My father 
went to his friend, I went to my girlfriend, my sister was in [unclear] 00:18:36.  So we were 
all safe and exactly like what happened to you.  If you were in the laundry, they didn’t look in 
the laundry.  We were not at home.  They wouldn’t look for us, right?   

That night they came to grandfather, they got my grandmother and got my grandfather.  They 
didn’t look for my aunty because she was working in the bank and all her life she works as 
clerk in the bank.  My uncle was employed by my father as an accountant for when he was -
so, they were working in intelligence, so they didn’t touch them.  All they came only for 
grandpa and grandma. 

Q: Only liable people. 

A: And my father and my mother and us.  And as my parents were not there, so in there early 
in the morning for the start of the – my mother was caught and the director, because he 
probably denounced her.   

Q: You think he denounced her? 

A: How could they know that she was there?  Or somebody from the neighbours.  Anyhow, 
so she was first to be caught.  The second one, father came to work, and they got him from 
work.  And I was with my girlfriends so that in the morning we had a signal that we should 
meet there and there, that I should ring papa and see if he’s there.  I rang and they told me 
he’s not there, so I knew that something happened.  So, I went to looking, you know, child.  
So, I looked in and we had long courtyards that we leading, the truck was getting into the 
courtyard and as I came in, they were all loaded up on that truck. 

Q: Your parents? 

A: My grandparents and my parents and my father yelled out to me French [unclear] 
00:20:25.  So what do I do?  I run away.  I was little, so I run away.  I went, he told me to go 
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so I went.  But wolf is always drawn to the land, so at three o’clock in the afternoon, I went 
home.  So, I came home, I came to grandpa’s place, there were red locks, bricks on the door.  
So, I broke the lock.  I came in and the neighbours told me, 'Run away because they’re 
looking for you.' 

Q: Where you should run?  You were what, you were 14 years of age?  15 years?   

A: No, 14.   

Q: 14 and a half. 

A: In October.  Yeah, I’m October girl.  So, I didn’t say anything, so I went down and I went 
to – we had a courtyard - 

Q: Did you have clothes with you and things like that? 

A: I'll tell you later.  So I went out and I went into the next courtyard, you know how children 
know every nook.  Not here, here nobody knows anything, but in Poland, we knew how to 
go, where to go, you know, we had all different little doors.  So, I went into that and then the 
[unclear] 00:21:34 was waiting for me.  So, they asked me who I am and what I am, and I 
said that, 'I am Ursula [unclear] 00:21:40.'  And he said, 'Well, your parents are crying.'  Both 
of you and the most is crying your father.  That you should come back.  I said, 'You are liars, 
my father never cried, and he doesn’t cry.'  I didn’t tell them that he told me to go away.  So, 
all he said, 'But we have to take you anyhow.'  I said, 'But you know that my sister is in a 
camp?'  'Oh, she’s already on the station.'  Thought to myself, child’s logic, what do I do here 
by myself?  With my sister it will be a – it was a proposition but without her, I don't want to 
stay.  So, I said, 'Okay.'  So, he said to me, 'Let’s go.' 

Q: How old was your sister then? 

A: Well, she was nine, nine and half. 

Q: Nine and a half. 

A: So, I said, 'Well how come?  I can’t go without clothes.  I will never go without clothes.'  
So, they looked at each other, the experienced man and they look at the little girl and they 
knew where they taking us.  They said, 'Let’s go.'  I came home.  I can’t describe how the 
place looked.  Pictures on the floor, everything on the floor. 

Q: Can you speak up a bit? 

A: Everything was taken out, thrown out, but I saw that my mother didn’t take eiderdowns, 
mother didn’t take anything, didn’t take warm clothing, nothing.  I said, 'How come you can 
say that my mother took everything already?  Why would you lie again?'  So, they looked at 
themselves, I said, 'No.'  I said, 'Take out - this one is from here, and that one is from there,', 
and I started packing.  You should have seen what I packed.  I packed everything, whatever 
we had later on to save our lives it was what I brought in.  Everything, eiderdowns and covers 
and clothing and coats and shoes.  And this man were my servants.  I couldn't pack.  Could I 
pack?   
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So, whatever I could - you know what I did?  The last to top it all, electric kettle.  And I said, 
'You said that they – how could they go without boiled water?'  I said, 'That is a boiled water.'  
I took the electric kettle without the cord, just electric kettle.  He said, 'Well, I think it will be 
enough now.'  I took my documents which they lied that we could go back later on.  My birth 
certificate.  I said, 'How could they go without it?'  I couldn’t understand.  I went down and 
they slapped everything on their back for me.  Could I lift it?  They packed it on the truck, 
and the said, 'Go up.'  I said, 'No, I can’t go there, you go there.'  So, one of those guys went 
up, you know, they probably laughed themselves silly and I went into the cabin and one of 
the guys went up the top.   

Now we are arriving in the Central Station of [Dansk] 00:24:50.  Something to describe, the 
cry, the whole - all wagons were crying.  They were standing there from four o’clock in the 
morning without food, without anything at all.  There were young boys and say, walking and 
stealing bread rolls, you know.  They were not allowed to have it.  And all the parents were 
already locked, and now I arrived with a truck with the luggage.  So, my guys are going from 
one wagon to another banging with this [unclear] 00:25:34.  Can you imagine the heart of my 
father and my grandfather when they called their name?  They probably told them they were 
going to shoot them.   

In one wagon where my father was, naturally they answered, and they opened this room, that 
I remember vividly the noise of the opening wagon.  And they said, 'Here you are, here are 
your parents.'  I said, 'I can’t come in.  What about my things?'  So, they started to carry the 
things and pushed into this full wagon of people.  You know, there was 40 horses or 100 
people, so there were 100 people in this – we were pushed.  There was nowhere but here it’s 
coming.   

Q: Were you the only one with luggage or other people had luggage too?   

A: They had, but not so much.  I brought there and kept all. They were all sitting on the - we 
had to sit on our belonging, we were - 

Q: Yeah. 

A: And the Poles were screaming because in this transport were not very many Jews.  There 
were Poles then Jewish Pole in that transport. 

Q: Really? 

A: Yes.  It was about,  I think about the transport of where they took us about 3,000 people.  
But there were very few Jewish families where we went, where they took us.  It was mostly 
policemen’s wives and Polish teachers, intelligence wives.  There were no men. 

Q: Where were the men? 

A: They were taken before.   

Q: I see. 
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A: They were taken before, but they were not taking these women to the men, the men were 
separated somewhere in [over talk] 00:27:17 but these ones were here.  So that's how we got 
into the wagon.  And then journey, eventually about an hour after I arrived, they moved, so 
my mother asked them, 'Where is my sister?'  'Oh,' she said, 'Oh, we’ll catch up with her and 
you’ll get her on the next station.'  And that's how they were lying all the time, that at the next 
station they will bring here from the camp.   

On the way, it’s a very funny way, how the word spread I don’t know, but on those stations, 
they knew that [unclear] 00:27:55 is coming.  That my grandfather is coming, and they were 
waiting.  So, they were – that [unclear] 00:28:04 that I took, the electric kettle was the one 
that we were putting on the string and they were putting a little bit of milk or whatever, you 
know, and grandpa was pulling it up through the little window.  There was a little window 
that you can just drop something through.  And on every station, they were waiting for 
grandfather. 

Q: Who’s they? 

A: Jews.   

Q: Really? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Why, your father had such a – grandfather had such a big following. 

A: He was very well known he was one of those Rabbi, very clever man.  And his family was 
also, all of his predecessors were Rabbi’s.  And they were meeting, what he was telling me 
later on, they were meeting all the representatives of the government and the predecessors 
were meeting, even [Katerina] 00:28:57 the Great and the King of Poland and with bread and 
salt, you know, all those things.  So, the family was known, and the word travelled as we 
were travelling through this little villages next to us.   

Q: Well, was that by telephone or what? 

A: I cannot tell you how it happened because I don’t know.  But the train, you see, being a 
Jewish town practically, the driver could have been Jewish.  You know and by word, it was 
not that the train was moving it was crawling. 

Q: I see.   

A: So, 'What is coming, who is coming, what is coming from?'  The voices were asking, you 
know, so they were sort of getting the idea.  It was very uncanny how they knew that grandpa 
is coming.  I could never understand it, I really did – I’d never thought that my grandpa is 
known like that.  Then we arrived in Minsk, already the word broke out and they were 
bombing Minsk.  So, we had the bombs of the German Luftwaffe in Minsk and then we 
travelled for 25 days to the destination.  And I think - 

Q: Yes.  Well, can you just tell me where you ended up when you finished? 
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A: When we came, we came to Siberia to the town of Biysk. 

Q: B-I 

A: Biysk.  B-I-J-S-K.  I can show it on the map. 

Q: Before we get on to what happened in Siberia, although tell me what was the date in 
Siberia, when you were - did you say 25 days, so it must have been mid-July?  

A: Well, you have to add on the 20th, the 25.   

Q: Right. 

A: Because I [unclear] 00:30:53. 

Q: Was that by the Russian date or the calendar we have? 

A: The proper calendar.  Gregorian. 

Q: Right.  Now, can you tell me to summarise about your sister, you’ve told me some but not 
on the tape.  Would you please tell me what you found out happened to your sister in your 
absence? 

A: What happened to her?  It’s still enigma, I don’t know exactly.   

Q: What was her – first of all what was her name again, [Jia] 00:31:20? 

A: [Yara] 00:31:21. 

Q: [Yara]. 

A: [Yara]. 

Q: [Yara] [unclear] 00:31:23.  That was her full name? 

A: Full name. 

Q: It wasn’t short for anything? 

A: No.   

Q: It’s an unusual name to me.   

A: It is a biblical name.  It was given by my grandfather so it must be something, somewhere 
in the bible that we don’t know.  It might be synonymous with something because there is a 
name [Yaron] 00:31:41.  You know, [Yaron]? 

Q: Yes. 

A: So quite possible that it be equivalent to [Yaron] 00:31:48, something like that.  We 
looked for her everywhere.  In 1943 the [unclear] 00:31:57. 
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Q: And she was nine years of age? 

A: Yes. 

Q: She was born in - 

A: 1930.   

Q: Do you remember that dates, the more precise dates? 

A: Helen was - Helen my daughter is named after her too, she has her name in the middle.  
27th of February 1930.  Well, we looked for a - I just started to talk about 1943, we found out 
more details of what happened to Jews on occupied territories.  And we could not believe, my 
father did not believe that Germans could do something to children.  He remembered them as 
they were in the first world war.  He could say that they can kill the grown-ups, they can 
maltreat them, they can torture them, but children they weren’t there.  And that was where 
that hope will leave.  But after ’43 we started to look and made enquiries through the Red 
Cross.  Red Cross functioned very well, in those days. 

Q: You heard nothing between the time you were deported until 1943? 

A: We didn’t hear in 1943 either.  But in 1943 we got news that a camp, pioneer camp which 
was in Druskininkai was evacuated.   

Q: How do you spell it Druskininkai?  D-R-U 

A: S. 

Q: S. 

A: K. 

Q: K. 

A: I-E-N-K-I-E.  Yeah, Druskininkai.  Was evacuated, the day that the leader had the 
presence of mind and took the children just right before, as soon as he heard that the war was 
started.  He evacuated himself and got to [unclear] 00:34:01 and - 

Q: To where? 

A: [unclear] 00:34:04 it’s a one of those, I don’t know, it’s republic of Russia.  Where we 
found friends of my sister and when we heard that some children who had evacuated, we 
didn’t know from what camp, from what place, so we hoped very much that maybe she is 
alive with them.  Naturally, one mother was with us. 

Q: Of the children in that camp? 

A: Yes.  Mrs [unclear] 00:34:42 and her daughter lives now in Israel, they all in Israel.  
[unclear] 00:34:48.  And when we received the news it was all by word of mouth.  There was 
nothing in the press.  So, it was only by word of mouth that we learned about it.  And she 
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went and picked up her daughter.  Well, you imagine what hopes we had, maybe that not only 
one camp, maybe there were more camps which united and preceded there.  But 
unfortunately, it was not to be.  So, we had to wait until Bialystok was liberated.  And 
Bialystok was liberated. 

Q: Why don’t you want to tell me? 

A: I want to see the date. 

Q: 27th of June 1944 was it? 

A: 1944, yes. 

Q: That was fairly early. 

A: Yes.  Well Bialystok [unclear] 00:35:39. 

Q: That was before - 

A: [overtalk] 00:35:40 by the second – yes, by the second White Russian front.  I have that, 
see this is the date. 

Q: Oh, this is the newspaper of that time, you kept it? 

A: I got it here, from somebody else from a different part of Russia.  People have different 
data, they give me.  Because [unclear] 00:36:01 what am I going to do with it?  I’m collecting 
material on Bialystok so I might, you know - 

Q: So, what happened? 

A: Later on, I don’t know.  I told you, I started.  Do you have it covered? 

Q: Yes, yes. 

A: And we’re talking on - 

Q: Yes, so please tell me.  So, what happened when Bialystok]was liberated? 

A: We started to write to Bialystok and there were very few survivors, about 800 survivors of 
all the Bialystok people.  Really, they were not Bialystok, it was from the province.  But they 
congregate, they swarmed later on to Bialystok, they came over.  And naturally, my sister 
was not -  

Q: Among the survivors. 

A: Not among the survivor.  Not on the list.  So later on, we started to write everywhere.  As 
soon as the Russian army was moving, we were – mum was writing constantly to every 
[unclear] 00:37:03 there and Red Cross and everywhere, whatever was possible to Bialystok 
maybe.  Maybe it’s returned, maybe something, maybe, maybe, maybe.  Finally, we did not 
get any answer at all, only when we came back to Poland when we repatriated.  We met, it is 
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peculiar, people do not - the one who survived don’t like to talk about the one who perished.  
It’s the old guilt and in the ghettos,  I think they lived every - 

Q: Can you speak up a little bit? 

A: In the ghetto, they probably lived everybody, their own little life.  With their own little 
circle, there was no -  

Q: Interaction. 

A: No interaction as far as visiting or looking for each other.  They were working and they 
were sleeping, and they were looking for food.  So, I think that all those ties were broken as 
far a friendship is concerned. 

Q: So, did you find out anything about the fate of your sister? 

A: Yes, I did.  I did.  We did find out that when she returned home, aunty let her in.   

Q: Which aunt, this was your - 

A: Aunty [Peshka] 00:38:21. 

Q: All right.  This was your fathers’ sister? 

A: Fathers sister.  And unfortunately, she didn’t stay with her, but he stayed with the other 
aunty, aunty [Lena] who was much closer to father.   

Q: [Lena] [unclear] 00:38:38? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Now, [Peshka] lived in the same flat as you’d lived? 

A: Yes.  And she stayed there for a while.   

Q: Did [Lena] have any - 

A: Children, yes. 

Q: Children.  What was [Lena’s] name, [Lena’s] husbands name? 

A: [unclear] 00:38:54. 

Q: [unclear] 00:38:54. 

A: [unclear] 00:38:55 probably, that's the proper thing.  I only say that, how I remembered 
him.   

Q: [unclear] 00:39:00? 

A: [unclear] 00:39:01.  Yes.  He was a chemist. 
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Q: And did they have any children? 

A: Yes, I had two cousins [unclear] 00:39:08 - Julia, and [Yanka] 00:39:13 which what 
would be [Yanka]? 

Q: Jacob. 

A: Jacob, yes. 

Q: So, she went to stay with them, yes? 

A: Yes, she stayed with them for a little while and then my mother’s best friend took her.   

Q: Who’s your mothers’ best friend? 

A: Mrs Sonia [unclear] 00:39:33.  And there is a very unsavoury - that's probably why people 
didn’t want to talk.  [unclear] 00:39:44.  Which they had two daughters which were – the 
difference between us was one year, young [unclear] 00:39:58 was year older than myself 
and [unclear] 00:40:00 was one year older than [unclear] 00:40:01.   

Q: [unclear] 00:40:03? 

A: Yeah, [unclear] 00:40:03.  You know, Ester. 

Q: Ester? 

A: Yes.  He was in the Jewish police, Mr [unclear] 00:40:14, I don’t remember his name.  I 
believe he misbehaved badly.  He was taking - 

Q: Towards whom? 

A: Towards Jewish people in the ghetto.   

Q: What had he been before the war? 

A: He was taking [unclear] 00:40:30.  What was he doing?  He was having at one stage a bus 
line, you know, he had private buses that he was running between Bialystok and Warsaw, I 
think.  I can’t say exactly what happened.  For a time, they lived in Warsaw, then they came 
back to Bialystok, but mum was very, very friendly with Sonia.  And she looked after 
[unclear] 00:41:00 was considered like a daughter.  So probably because of his status at that 
time, she was not hungry, but later on he was denounced and taken by Gestapo and shot, still 
in there in the Ghetto.  So, some people probably don’t want to talk, you know how it is, they 
have this sort of we do not talk about things - 

Q: Like that.  Yeah. 

A: Like that. 

Q: And we should.   
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A: Look, can I say that he was a bad fellow if he took my sister?  Can you be objective? 

Q: No.   

A: [overtalk] 00:41:47 I’m saying.   

Q: So, he was shot by the Gestapo.  What happened to his wife and children? 

A: I think they were taken away and [unclear] 00:41:56 stayed alone and now uncle [unclear] 
00:42:00 was in the [unclear] 00:42:01. 

Q: This is the [unclear] 00:42:03? 

A: Yes.  And she wanted to go to the partisans because she knew that we are deep in Russia, 
deep in Siberia.  But he was preventing her from leaving, because of the danger of the woods.   

Q: Did Elena and [unclear] 00:42:18 survive? 

A: No.  Nobody survived, not my cousin, nobody.  No one.  Nothing, I have nobody at all.   

Q: Just you and your mother survived? 

A: Yes, and mothers’ sister, the one that you’ve seen on the photo.  We haven’t got my 
mother family in there. 

Q: Well I’ll get that name from you in a minute. 

A: Who survived in [unclear] 00:42:41 and he was taken by [unclear] 00:42:43 transport to 
Sweden. 

Q: Oh, that one?  Yes. 

A: Again, we ask aunty when we met her did, she know anything about [unclear] 00:42:55.  
She said, 'No, because there was no communication between ghettos.'  There was no post, it 
was not functioning.  And when the war broke out between  -  

Q: So, you actually never met anybody, so who told you that she’d been first of all with your 
aunty [unclear] 00:43:11 and then with [unclear] 00:43:13 and then with - 

A: My mothers’ friends.  

Q: Who survived? 

A: Who survived, yes. 

Q: Who was that, can you tell me the name of the lady? 

A: I - 

Q: You don’t remember her name? 
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A: No. 

Q: Or you don’t want to give it? 

A: No, I, I never can – it’s funny how you don’t say young person, the news was bad, and I 
didn’t want to know who told me or just by - do you know how one we look sort of sideways 
and you don’t play - it never played very big part in my life.  Personalities, that were not 
connected with me.  You know, my mother, sort of it was a different world and the - 

Q: But you never enquired later who it was that told her, once you found out? 

A: No.  No, I didn’t.  I have corresponded with a friend who lived on the same courtyard as 
us and he survived the war.  He lives in Israel now, [unclear] 00:44:18.  And he told me 
partly the same story, he knew that she was with [unclear] 00:44:29.  Then I heard a story 
because my sister had a very – how do I say – character of independence.  She was terribly 
independent as a little girl.  And I was told that once she spat at the Gestapo and he shot her 
on the spot.  That was another version.  But I did not - I liked that version.  I accepted that, it 
was good for me, you know, it was just one of those that you like to think about of your 
sisters a hero.  It could have been. 

Q: Were you given any time spent for that event happening? 

A: She lived until the end, the news is that she was until practically the end of [unclear] 
00:45:21 before they [unclear] 00:45:22. 

Q: Well when the [unclear] 00:45:23 liquidated? 

A: 19th of August 1943.  And then from there, they were deported to [unclear] 00:45:30 and 
some transports went to [unclear] 00:45:33.  My personal girlfriends who survived, could not 
give me any details about her, that's why I’m saying that it must be, that in the ghetto there 
was something that we don’t know.  That there was not, that maybe there were exactly like I, 
the personalities didn’t play part.  They didn’t really touch them in their life there.  Because I 
did not even enquire from Mumma who told her that.  You see, it’s one – I just knew the fact 
and that was enough, I didn’t want to know who told her that.  Because maybe that was also 
avoidance of facing the reality.  I can’t explain, I just never inquired. 

Q: This is what happened.   

A: This is what happened. 

Q: So, what happened to the [unclear] 00:46:25, were they deported or did the die in the 
ghetto? 

A: I have no clue.   
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A: When a person is too near to that - to mother you just don’t think about it as a personal 
source of knowledge. I think it was Ida[Safszy] 00:00:13 who is here. 

Q: Who?Ida - 

A: Ida[Safszy]. 

Q: How do you spell it? I D – I. Ida. I - 

A: I D A. 

Q: [Safszy]. 

A: S A. 

Q: F. 

A: F S Z I? Y, probably. I? 

Q: Well I don’t want the Polish thing. I will do it, it doesn’t need - now can you repeat what 
happened to your family because we didn’t get that?What happened[Lena and Ruva Osder] 
00:00:45 and their children? 

A: I have no clue. 

Q: You have no clue? 

A: No. no sign, not from [Peshka] 00:00:50 nothing. Nobody ever told me a word. They 
disappeared into - 

Q: And there’s no lists of the Bialystok [unclear] 00:00:57 

A: No, no, that’s what I’m just saying. You see, the Germans did not bother. 

Q: And [Sia] 00:01:03 and Dr Isaac [Goldberg] 00:01:04. What happened to them? 

A: Nothing, don’t know at all. But Natasha, when we were in Israel somebody said that 
Natka survived. 

Q: But you never found her? 

A: Oh I looked, I went, it was not her. 

Q: It wasn’t her? 

A: No.  

Q: I see. 

A: It wasn’t her, so it was a very grave disappointment too. I thought, well like you said, after 
so many years to find somebody, maybe. You never know. I always look, even now. 
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Q: Yes. Well, I think [after] 00:01:34 that Ifound in ’76, a cousin - 

A: Oh yes, you can. 

Q: - that you can find. So what happened to the [Goldbergs?] Oh you told me about Natasha. 

A: Yeah. 

Q: And tell me about Samuel [Viskovic.] 00:01:49 

A: He – it’s a story like from the books about American migration. My grandmother always 
used to say that [Shika] 00:02:03 run away from home and on a cart of coalwent to America. 

Q: What do you mean, on a cart of coal? 

A: That’s the whole joke of it. He left and he probably travelled by cart from Bialystok to 
some other station, railway station. 

Q: - about Russia. 

A: Well, in this period of time there are two interesting -  

Q: Now first of all you arrived in – you told me 25 days from the 20th of June. 

A: But I do not want to leave Bialystok before telling you - 

Q: Oh, tell me. 

A: - that in 1939 with the wave of refugees who were smuggling themselves to the frontier, 
Russian/German frontier, my uncle came to Bialystok. 

Q: Which uncle? 

A: This is my mother’s brother, [Arto] [unclear] 00:02:52 

Q: Oh yes, from Lodz. 

A: From Lodz. And because there were round-ups of people - 

Q: Why was he leaving [unclear] 00:03:03 if your grandfather was [Sax?] 00:03:05 

A: Because my grandmother married second time. 

Q: Oh, he was the son of a second marriage? 

A: Yes, yes,half-brother of my mother, a half-brother. 

Q: I see, and what was his father’s name? 

A: Dziadek. I don’t know. It was Dziadek, I didn’t - 
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Q: Dziadek? 

A: Dziadek because Dziadek in Polish, it’s the [unclear] 00:03:28 is Dziadek, you know, it 
was grandpa. 

Q: Dziadek? 

A: Dziadek, yes. That was grandpa, it translates as grandpa and we called him Dziadek. 

Q: Right. 

A: He didn’t have a name so it was Dziadek so [unclear] 00:03:38 that was all. But when 
Artek [Arto] arrivedin Bialystok there were round ups and they were taking – he had no 
documents naturally. So - 

Q: Why naturally? 

A: What documents could he have? He had no passport, Polish passport, because he was a 
young man.  

Q: When was he born approximately? 

A: When he arrived in Bialystok he was 22. 

Q: In ’39. 

A: Yes. 

Q: So he would have been born in ’27. No, in ’17. 

A: ’17, yes. No, no, he was younger, I’m sorry, I’m sorry. Because he was only my senior, 
five years senior, so - 

Q: So 21. 

A: Yes, five years senior he was. I loved him very much, he was a most intelligent young 
man. He finished textile engineering in Lodz and he didn’t go to high school, it was straight 
away to – that’s why the age corresponds. He finished technical institution, not the high 
school, because Lodz was also textile city and - 

Q: The Manchester of Poland. 

A: Yes, and unfortunately Grandma lost all the money so he had to look for something that 
he can earn a living, and my mother helped to educate him and whatever was necessary. She 
helped her sister too.  

There was these rounds ups and because he had no papers we could not claim that he was a 
Bialystokian because he was not. So - 

Q: Was the accent different? Was there different accents, distinguishable regional accents? 
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A: Yes, yes. Poland has different dialects, yeah. Different - 

Q: Accent? 

A: - accents. Different jargons, practically, different. But – and he could not find work so he 
volunteered. At that time they established a volunteering for work deep in Soviet Russia, 
especially specialists, and he was a textile engineer so he obtained work on [Rous] 00:06:10 

Q: Whereabouts? 

A: It was Magnitogorsk. 

Q: I see. 

A: It’s funny, memory is such a funny thing.  

Q: Magnitogorsk? 

A: Yes.  

Q: Right, and so when did he go? Still in ’39? 

A: No, ’40.  

Q: Do you remember the time of the year? 

A: He went in the winter of - in the beginning, in February or March. 

Q: 1940? 

A: Yes. Well, when we had to leave our – as we left our dwelling, our apartment - 

Q: He also had to leave. 

A: - he had to leave. He had nowhere to be so he went. As we moved out he went, and - 

Q: Did you hear from him? 

A: Oh yes. Artek was meant to go to a city with a textile industry and Magnitogorsk was 
nothing of the sort. He worked - 

Q: On the [unclear] 00:07:27 

A: Yes, he worked in mines. And because he was a musician, I told you that his - 
thatDziadek played violin and Artek played on every instrument under the sun. He was a 
composer, and he played at night in the cinema. 

Q: In Magnitogorsk? 

A: In Magnitogorsk. In the cinema they had a foyer and in this foyer before the film started 
an orchestra usually played. I had a photo, I can show it to you, because he sent it to us. And 
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he was writing letters and the letters were coming in English. ‘Mummy’ - to Helen, not to my 
mother – ‘there is no butter, there is no salt, there is no bread, there is no this and no that.’So 
my mother used to write ‘Artek, you better write what is there, don’t write me what is not 
there.’ We were joking that his letters were in English. He was self-taught, he taught himself 
languages. 

Q: Was this to escape the censor? 

A: Yes, yes, he was a child, he was a young boy, just as well he didn’t know that they can be 
– but they were not censored, they were not censored.They were not prisoners, they were just 
living there, and he could write and the letters were coming.  

When we were deported we knew his address in Magnitogorsk so from Siberia Mum wrote to 
him, to Magnitogorsk.After a while because he was such a good musician they invited him to 
give tours with the orchestra and proposed to him that he can go to Tbilisi because he was so 
good, to go there and play. And he played in TbilisiHotel in Tbilisi until he was killed in – we 
lost connection with him in 1944. 

Q: So the Germans invaded Tbilisi? 

A: No, they were not there.  

Q: So how was he killed? 

A: By the NKVD. 

Q: Why? 

A: In that time there were British ships coming which were bringing different – it was 
[unclear] 00:09:49 time and all different products which were needed for Soviet Russia, 
which was as a trade, the British and the Americans were bringing to Soviet ports. And there 
were British in the port and they came to the hotel. So because he spoke English he 
befriended a sergeant, I have a photo of his, John Crawford, and he, as a young man and 
foolish, he planned an escape. 

Q: Ona British ship? 

A: Yeah. And some of his friends denounced him. Hoe we came to know it, when we 
returned back to Poland in ’46 his cousins, his cousins from the [unclear] 00:10:45 side, not 
ours, were also in Tbilisi, they also escaped from Lodz probably to another town and - 

Q: And joined him in Tbilisi? 

A: Not joined him, but happened to be in Tbilisi. They also enrolled voluntarily to go to 
Soviet – when they were voluntarily going they didn’t have a stigma. They could move, they 
could – if they got the permission from NKVD they could move. They were not deported, 
they were not enemies, they were just people off [unclear] 00:11:20 but with rights. And if 
the procedure, the Soviet procedure, was allowing them they could overcome all different 
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things. And they also from some cities inside of Russia came down to Tbilisi because it was a 
warmer climate and it was freer living and whatnot.  

And they told us, they were twins, twins [Ros and Brum] 00:11:44 and they told us that they 
were called out by NKVD one day to recognise if it is a cousin of theirs, and they said that he 
was beaten black and blue and he was swollen. And they said ‘Yes, it is our cousin’ and they 
were never – nobody ever heard about him anymore.  

Q: And that was in ’44, when in ’44? 

A: 1944, because we corresponded with him until then, and then suddenly it stopped. 

Q: You didn’t hear. 

A: We didn’t hear, and the story came out only after the war what happened to Artek. 
Another very interesting detail of our life between the ’39 and ’41, that in - 

Q: And how did you get the photo of John Crawford? 

A: He sent it in letters. 

Q: He sent it to you? 

A: Yeah, I’ll show you. 

Q: And this was a British - 

A: A British sergeant who gave him the photo. And with him he probably planned this 
escape. 

Q: Could that have been a member of the British Secret Service? 

A: No, I don’t think so, I don’t think so. You know how it is between people, just one want to 
help another. He wanted to go. He was a good musician, he thought that he might get a career 
somewhere doing something. Anyway it is not important, he is no more. And - 

Q: So tell me about your arrival, we still haven’t finished this. 

A: No, because there is a very interesting thing that you don’t know about life inside and this 
is still existingmost probably. My grandfather was under observation - 

Q: Now tell me about your arrival. 

A: Wait a second, just a second, just a second. It is still in Bialystok, to the deportation. We 
had a member of NKVD forces in our flat every day. 

Q: What do you mean? 

A: He used to come at 8 o’clock in the morning, sit himself on a chair in the hall, stay till the 
night. When we were going to bed he was going home. 
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Q: Why was that? For what purpose? 

A: I don’t know. Grandpa, being a rabbi, was considered a leader of the community. They 
wanted - 

Q: Were there so few rabbis in Bialystok? I would have thought there would be - 

A: No, there were many, but not of that position that he was in - 

Q: Tell me again, what was the exact name of the position? 

A: It was akazennyi ravvin, which is a governmental - 

Q: How do you spell it? 

A: That’s Russian expression.  

Q: Kazennyi - 

A: Kazennyi is government, governmental rabbi. He was appointed by the government. He 
also was paid by the Polish government. 

Q: And that was an unusual position? 

A: That was a very unusual position. He - 

Q: Well, what did his duties include? 

A: Representing Jewish community, together with the main rabbi of the Great Synagogue, to 
the Polish government. He was always invited to – when there were a presentation banquets, 
when the Jewish community had to be advised, to be there. 

Q: And would he have eaten at these places? 

A: He wouldn’t eat but he would be there. Or he would not accept invitation. It depends. It 
depended on how he – for instance when [Pinsutski] 00:15:14 was in Bialystok, Marshall 
[Pinsutski], he was blessing him on the [unclear] 00:15:20 and there was a photo of my 
grandfather blessing. [Pinsutski] was on his sword, kneeling on his sword, and Grandpa was 
putting his hands on him and blessing him. And this was - 

Q: Do you still have that photo? 

A: No. And this was – I wish I could. That was mostly the reason why Grandpa was deported 
because he was also on the pay of the government, you see. 

Q: Oh, the Polish government.  

A: Later on in Siberia Grandpa could have gone away, and Grandpa was paid by Polish 
government in exile, in Soviet Russia. 
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Q: Really? From London? 

A: Yes, they acknowledged him.So that was – I was too young to understand everything what 
was happening, but he was. And then the people used to come for advice, you know, that 
could be [kosher kind of advice] 00:16:19 or it could have been another pertaining to Jewish 
rituals.But for Soviets it was not so. And you would know they always thought that 
everybody’s plotting something, so that’s why I’m telling you that this is a very interesting 
insight. That if somebody is under suspicion it’s a very primitive, barbaric way.You have no 
privacy, you could not talk. Families could not talk,  nobody could say anything because this 
man was sitting here. And my grandmother used to call him [unclear] 00:17:00 

Q: Oh that’s the messenger of death? 

A: Yes, the [unclear] 00:17:05 which hanged over us through all those years even when we 
lived in Bialystok. But you get used to everything, so we didn’t talk.So we talked at night 
when he was gone. You know how it is. They were all working really, it was only 
Grandmother and Grandfather that were home during the day. Everybody was at work and 
we were at school. So what he was doing that, only God knows and they uncovered there – 
that was putting him there. So that sort of – I was – I thought that it’s an interesting thing of 
oppression, terrorising people. 

Q: Yes, you were also going to tell me about the knowledge, the linguistic knowledge of your 
father [unclear] 00:17:52 

A: Well, I think that I didn’t mention that because he finished Russian Gymnasium he was 
Russian educated. 

Q: So in Bialystok there was a Russian Gymnasium? 

A: Yes, yes. 

Q: Why was that, if it was Polish territory? 

A: No, no, well my father was old. 

Q: Oh, he was born - 

A: He was born 1892, I told you.  

Q:  I see, 1892? 

A:  Yes, so he was Russian educated. 

Q: Right, so tell me about the rest of the trip to Biysk and what happened on arrival. 

A:  To say the least, the journey to Siberia from Bialystok, interrupted in Minsk with these 
bombing attacks, was uneventful in that way that it was tedious, it was tiresome. There was 
no toilets in the wagon. We were not let out, they chopped out a hole in the middle and 
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unfortunatelywhoever slept next to it had to put up with the night wanderings to the toilet, 
which you can imaginethat after - 

Q: You were not let out in a way? 

A: We were let out during the days sometimes, whenever they wanted to ask to go – food 
was not given. We had water that we had to go and fetch ourselves with the buckets. 

Q: So what did you feed yourselves for 25 days? 

A: Some people took some food from them, and we were getting some bread on one station 
which had to last for we didn’t know how long. And then in a very perfid way on one station 
they gave herrings. Don’t ask why, I don’t know. They gave herrings, which only made you 
thirsty. 

Q: Did people eat them? 

A: Sure, when you’re hungry. Some clever ones didn’t, this is survival. Some people didn’t, 
some people just satisfiedthemselves with - 

Q: Were you aware that the war had broken out on the journey? 

A: And as I said when we were – yes, yes, we knew after the bombing in Minsk, we knew 
there is a war.  

Q: There was bombing in Minsk? 

A: Minsk. 

Q: When did you arrive in Minsk?Before the war started? 

A: Yes, it was the two days we travelled for.See that’s what I told you, that it was a very slow 
journey and from Bialystok to Minsk we travelled two days. 

Q: And that was the day that the war broke out? 

A: No, we probably were on the third day that they bombed already Minsk, we were - 

Q: And did the journey continue as slowly as that even though the war was on? 

A: Well,travelling to Siberia always takes time. In the best of times it’s a nine day journey, so 
we travelled quite well. Don’t forget that there were troops already shifting and there was 
movement. We were also meeting transports from Lithuania and Estonia who were deported. 
Especially we met an Estonian transport only of men who were arrested and these poor men 
were crying blue murder, they were so hungry. They were not feeding them at all, and they 
didn’t know what would happen to them. I don’t know what happened to them. This sort of 
meeting train, opposite a train -  

Q: And you were able to discuss, to talk? 
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A: Oh sure you could, can’t you talk? Yeah, you talk.Who are you? Where are you from? 
Where do you go? This is - 

Q: There were no guards on the train? 

A: Not in the wagon, they were in the caboose, you know. Some were, and they were – look, 
where could we run? Where do you run? Can you run without papers? Can you run anywhere 
with being stranded? The language was not the language of our language. You can’t, Russia 
is a prison of its own dimension, the length and breadth of it.  

When we arrived after 25 days to Biysk, to us it felt that it is the end of the world. There was 
no railways going anywhere anymore. 

Q: You must have arrived approximately the 15th of July? 

A: Yes, most probably, if you count the 25 days. I don’t recall, I can’t tell you the exact by 
memory. It was a station, we arrived early in the morning and I remember the beauty of the 
station. Through the doors we could see the tall mountains and sun coming, slipping through 
the doors, and it was so peaceful. 

Q: May I have a look at the atlas to see what sort of setting – go on, you talk. 

A: And when we had the order to unload on the platform there were representatives of 
NKVD standing, and particularly I remember a tall redhead man of a high ranking who was 
in charge. 

Q: [unclear] 00:23:03 

A: No, see, Biysk is quite – it’s still a distance. 

Q: Where’s Novosibirsk?It’s south east to Novosibirsk. 

A: Yes, in Altai Mountains, and this area was called Altai Territory. 

Q: What does that mean,Altai Territory? 

A: Altai Territory, just like you have in America, just - 

Q: It’s the name of a province? 

A: Yes. 

Q: But it has special characteristics? 

A: It’s a very mountainous area which extends across the Altai Mountains to the Lake of 
Baikal. It’s mostly – being in Siberia and on the south of Siberia it still has very continental 
climate, very short summer and about nine months of winter. It’s populated by natives which 
are Altai tribes and - 

Q: Are these sort of akin to the Mongolians? 
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A: Yes, yes. 

Q: So the Mongolian – Mongolian races? 

A: Yes, Mongolian races there who were for a long time nomadic but in the time that we 
arrived were already settling down. 

Q: And they’re called Altai too. 

A: Altai. 

Q: Is the Kyrgyz something different? 

A: Yes, yes, it’sdifferent. ButAltai Territory had a lot of deportees. That was a sort of a 
territory that you can’t run away. On one side you have very tall mountains, on the other side 
there are the steppes and wilderness, and where can you go? There’s nowhere to go.  

We were ordered down and there were carts with horses waiting for us. Grandpa straight 
away realised that we would be walking because we have to put the belongings on the cart, 
and there is one little horse, and the family is five people, so how can you ride on that 
wagon? So he approached the NKVD. What he told this red haired man we don’t know but 
he must have put the fear of God into him because he separated all the old people from the 
transport and gave a truck. 

Q: For the old people? 

A: For the old people to take them to the - 

Q: Including the grandparents? 

A: Sure, and Grandpa was a very tall man, about six foot, used to commanding people. It’s 
not like you see a person - who spoke beautiful Russian, and he just got what he wanted, and 
it happened to be that all the time he was doing that. He got ration for the old people, a ration 
of bread, he went to NKVD and [money talked] 00:26:24 and he was always exposing 
himself and getting what he wanted, getting his own way. 

Q: Right, I’m listening to you but - 

A: Grandpa and Grandma went by truck. We were going, we didn’t know where we were 
going but they said that we are going into Sovkhoz. 

Q: Sov? 

A: Sovkhoz, which is the Soviet collective farm, and we travelled for about five days. We 
walked,like you see the pictures of after pogroms, we walked behind the wagon. And 
naturally when we stopped one could find a sleeping spot there or on the ground, it depends. 
It was summer, it was still warm though the nights were very cold. We were crossing a very 
big river which seemed to us like a sea, it was five kilometres wide. Biya and Katun which 
merged together and we had to cross it - 
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Q: How are you spelling the name? 

A: Biya and Katun. 

Q: Gia? 

A: Biya. 

Q: B I - 

A: B – how would you write it? 

Q: Maybe I can see it here. 

A: No, you won’t probably because this is the beginning of Ob, of the river Ob. Two rivers, 
Biya and Katun, they were crossing and emerging as Ob. You know the river Ob? 

Q: No, I’ve never heard of it. 

A: Ob, the river Ob. O B. And this is Biysk you see. This is Biysk here. That’s already Ob, 
but up there they merge into it, you see, so at this point they merge and it’s very wide. So we 
were crossing on a ferry over the other side. 

Q: A ferry or a punt? 

A: A ferry, a ferry, but it was pulled by hands, by - men were pulling the ropes. 

Q: That’s called a punt. 

A: A punt, okay. The road was very steep we had to go up. The food was – on some stops we 
were getting – we were getting it in a village Altai [Skojesilo] 00:28:56which we later on 
lived. 

Q: Altai? 

A: Altai [Skojesilo]. 

Q: How do you spell that? 

A: Altai [Skojesilo]. 

Q: Altai I can spell, yes, what’s - 

A: S K O. 

Q: Sko? 

A: Yes. J E. Altai – [unclear] 00:29:17And there they gave us food and we stopped there and 
continued up into the mountains. When we arrived in – we arrived to the Sovkhoz [Bealinki] 
00:29:35 333. It’s called [Bealinki] Sovkhoz. 
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Q: Oh, that was the name of the village? 

A: No, it was a [unclear] 00:29:49 The farm was – the Soviet collective farm was called 
Sovkhoz [Bealinki] number 333. 

Q: Oh so we don’t need the word [Bealinki], all right. 

A: Yeah, but it was – our accommodation allowed to us, as it was summer and it was school 
holidays, we got a school which consisted - 

Q: They did not expect you, in other words? I mean, they were not prepared for your arrival? 

A: Who is preparing for deportees? If the school would not be available they would tell us to 
build ourselves something to live in. That was just our good luck that it was summer and that 
there was empty school.  

There was about, I think about 300 people into one room. We were sleeping like sardines. 
Can you imagine the distress of a grandpa, a rabbi, who had to sleep among women? But he 
couldn’t help it, so he did. We were all lying – so Grandpa was there, and my father, and his 
wife. But it didn’t matter. There was my mother, and myself, and there were other persons. 
There were three Jewish families in this group, yes.  

The next day we woke up about 5 o’clock in the morning. [unclear] 00:31:36 Workers, get up 
to work. And these workers didn’t know what hit them. They gave us sickles and they 
marched us into the destination. We went up the slopes of the mountains, we had to cut the 
grass for the siloes for the winter, for the animals. That was one group.  

Another group went to the stables and cowsheds, and because the Polish deportees arrived 
they had to be stripped and washed. So the floors were stripped and we were standing in the 
water of the streams with a stone in the hand scrubbing the floors. 

Q: Scrubbing the floors of what? 

A: The planks. The planks were liftedfrom the floor, we are putting them into the stream and 
scrubbing them. 

Q: Why? 

A: Because the cows get to have a clean shed. 

Q: I see. 

A: There was no work for us, there was nothing constructive. 

Q: I see. 

A: The only one that would be constructive was the cutting of the grass for the silos for the 
animals for the winter. What else can you do with people there? 

Q: How many people were there approximately all together? 
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A: I tell you our transport was about 300. 

Q: That’s all? 

A: - which were pushed into that room. The others, they of course had branches, three 
branches, so others were sent even further. We were in the main with the, how do you say, in 
the office, where the officers were. The administration, the administrative one. And then they 
had three farms which were higher up and sideways. So the rest of the transport went this 
way. Others from Biysk went into [unclear] 00:33:38 which is on the left hand, into different 
direction, and we didn’t know about each other because there was no communication. 

Q: Never? Or not for some time? 

A: Well, only after the amnesty when we came down into villages and towns we caught up 
who is where. But otherwise there was no electricity, there was no sewerage, there was no 
telephone. There was one main telephone, you know, like you have here [up north] 
00:34:11which was used by the Director of the Sovkhoz and was not for anybody to use. 
Anyhow - 

Q: But you couldn’t telephone anybody anyway. 

A: No, who? But I’m just giving you what was there. And the only thing is that there was a 
post office for telegrams and sending out letters which were going out once a week. When 
they gathered us they said ‘Well, we didn’t bring you here to live. If you won’t get used to it 
you’ll die.’ 

Q: They said that to you? 

A: That was the opening speech on the - 

Q: By whom? 

A: By the redhead officer in the - 

Q: And who was he? What was his position? 

A: He was a high ranking NKVD officer. I can’t tell you who he was because I wouldn’t 
know, at that stage I wouldn’t know and now I wouldn’t tell you – when we were in the 
Sovkhoz, the [unclear] 00:35:08, the foreman told us ‘You see these graves? Those are the 
graves of the Spanish Revolutionaries who were brought here.’ So after the Civil War in 
Spain and the Spaniards who went to Russia, they met with the same fate as we did. The only 
thing is they couldn’t speak any more, they were in the graves. They were completely 
unsuited for it.  

Well, that was a nightmarish time for my parents. For my grandparents not so much because 
they were not forced to work. I was not forced to work. 

Q: How old were your grandparents approximately? 
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A: Well Grandpa died when he was 78 in ’43. 

Q: So he was 77. No, he was - 

A: No, ’43. 76. 

Q: Oh, that was 1941. 

A: 76, 76. And Grandma was 75 in 1945. 

Q: So she was born in 1870, so she was 71. 

A: 71, correct. So they were - the only thing was that they were not given food. Ration of 
bread were only allowed for the workers. So the workers were getting 300 grams each, and I 
was not getting anything and Grandpa and Grandma were not getting anything. 

Q: You mean you did not get any food? 

A: No bread ration. What food? The food you could get was a – in the stolovaya which was a 
communal, not a restaurant. How would you call that? A communal dining room. They had 
nothing and the couldn’t give us anything, so we were getting soup which was made out of 
fish with - 

Q: Fish, what sort of fish? 

A: Yeah, fish soup. 

Q: What sort of fish was - 

A: The one they could fish out in the rivers. And they were – we had whey from the milk, 
they were giving whey, and it was very difficult to get water. You had to go thatstream and 
get your water yourself, and we were warned there were snakes, and they were terrible 
snakes. There was a snake called [unclear] 00:37:56 which was small little red snake who if 
he bit you there was no antidote. In 15 minutes you would be dead. And there were very 
many of them, and they were telling us that they lay their eggs in the stream and if you 
swallow the eggs then the snake develops in your stomach.  

So even the water for us we had to look. Maybe it was not true, I don’t know, but it was 
frightening to think about it. The snakes can be in the water, and then eggs, these were the 
sort of things that you had. 

Q: That sounds to me like [unclear] 00:38:40 

A: Possible, I’m not saying. Developing in the stomach for sure not, but the snakes were in 
the water.  

The thing was that the places of work were very distant from the Sovkhoz. You had to talk 
about 10, 15 kilometres, which meant before you arrived at work you were already tired and 
when you camehome you were dead. 
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Q: And what sort of work did you do? 

A: I did nothing. 

Q: Because you were a child? 

A: Yes. 

Q: No schooling or anything? 

A: Well, that was holidays. And Father was detailed to cut the grass for the animals, and 
Mother was given a horse to carry bricks from one spot to another. 

Q: Was that make-work or was that needed? 

A: That was make-work, that was [unclear] 00:39:44 it was for nothing. When you finished 
in one spot you were taking the bricks and taking them to another spot. She had a horse that 
was a living skeleton and he wouldn’t walk, and she had to learn to swear at him and she had 
to beat him up, and she was crying and laughing and [unclear] 00:40:05 prayers. The horse 
would not move and when he moved he was running and she had to run after it, it was 
terrible.  

Then she was moved to wash the planks from the stables and cowsheds, and she got terribly 
swollen legs from the cold water because you must know that being continental, the climate 
being continental, in mornings it was very, very cold and the water was even covered with 
ice. And then it was getting so terribly hot that our backs were all burned.  

Father unfortunately never held a sickle in his hands to work with it, and he had very nice 
Polish chaps who were saying ‘Come on, start cutting if you want to fulfil your normal 
cut.’Because there were a group of people that had to fulfil the norm, and if they didn’t fulfil 
the norm they were not getting bread. So they said ‘If you don’t fill the norm we will cut off 
your legs. Move your legs, come on, come on.’ 

They were sent to different meadows to cut the grass now and again, and I was always trying 
- as a child you have - what I brought, I brought little ribbons, coloured ribbons, and I’d make 
contact with little girls in the Sovkhoz and I – that was my first barter. I bartered my ribbon 
for peas. She gave me green peas from the fields, from the garden, and oh that was a 
tremendous thing.  

So then we got – they were not allowed to get in contact. They were warned we are enemy of 
the people and they shouldn’t talk to us, the population of the Sovkhoz, but you know how it 
is, curiosity takes the better of people, and we’d brought things so we were bartering. A 
blouse for milk and for butter, for whatever they would give us, whatever we could get for it. 

I must say that at times to me it was terribly romantic. I didn’t look at it that it was terrible. It 
was only I was very sorry for my mother because she couldn’t walk, and we were always the 
last – I always walked – well, one day I went with Father and one day I went with Mother 
and I helped.  
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So when I walked with my mother back from some distant fields and everybody was gone 
and we were the last ones, and she said ‘I can’t move, I’m going to die.’And I couldn’t 
understand as a child that it’s difficult that you can’t walk, because I could fly. I had the 
energy, I could walk. And she was sitting there and crying. Well naturally, we’re talking 
about my sister, but that was one thing that also was detrimental and I was so sorry for her 
and I didn’t know how to help her, and I was dragging her on my – I was giving her many - 

Q: Can you speak up a little bit? 

A: I was giving my shoulder to her to help her to walk, to have something to lean on.  

And eventually they saw that my father is no use in agricultural work. He had a friend, as a 
matter of a fact my friend is coming from Canada, and his father was also one of those 
workers. And terribly funny, because I don’t think it’s funny but I laughed like mad, in the 
morning when they woke us up and they told us to walk, and there was a plank across the 
stream, so for us young ones we could jump over and be on the other end of the stream with 
ease.  

Q: But not the others. 

A: But not the elderly people. So his father was very proud and he walked on the plank.But 
my father didn’t, he just went into the stream and walked across the stream in his 
shoes.Because he fell, Mr Schwarz fell off the plank, but my father crossed over and walked 
further. You know, there are little episodes that are not to be repeated, you can’t describe 
them fully, the denigration of the person, this belittling, the degradation, the laughter. They 
were city people who were not used to all those things.  

And finally when they were making the registration, they were registering us, right, left and 
what you do and what you do and our biographies were written here and there. And finally 
they found out that Father was an accountant and that is always needed in Soviet Russia, 
accountancywork in the bureaucracy is great. So he got a post straight away there and he was 
brilliant, he could teach one thing or two, so he was working in there. But Mum was not. We 
were very lucky in all those - 

Q: So what did he work – accountant in what branch? In the Sovkhoz? 

A: Yes, of course, in the Sovkhoz. Another friend of ours, my step brother – after my father 
died my mother married his father, he was riding - he was very – he was riding a horse. He 
knew how to ride a horse so he was riding a horse and he was supervising other workers, so 
he was also – you know little by little people settle into different positions of work, that they 
were adaptable.The Poles mostly worked in the fields. And they, the first thing they did they 
bartered everythingfor food and they really did not think about the future. And then when the 
winter came it was very bad because the conditions were terrible.  

We were all very lucky because it was 1941 and in August 1941 the Polish government in 
exile in London concluded a pact with Stalin. And in that was included, it was actually 
through the offices of Churchill, they have agreed with Stalin that the eastern part of Poland 
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later on after the war will belong to Russia, and that Wilno and [unclear] 00:46:48will belong 
to Russia. And for that they got a bargain, amnesty for ex-Polish citizens.  

And in August 1941 the news seeped through that there is a move, that there will be amnesty. 
And only in September we learned that we will be allowed to move, that we will be allowed 
to leave the Sovkhoz and go down. Naturally to this far-lying outpost came a representative 
of [unclear] 00:47:31 with the list and everyone was called out. When you’re called out you 
don’t know what they’re calling you out, and we were told that we are going down, that we 
are allowed to move and change to – we can go into the villages and towns, that we have 
freedom of movement.  

Naturally freedom of movement meant that you had to have permission of – written 
permission if you wanted to go from town to town you had to have the permission from 
NKVD, their stamp and knowledge. But to go down from the Sovkhoz down to the Altai 
[Skojesilo] you could move freely.  

So my mother moved first, she went first looking for lodging. And when she found the 
lodging she telegraphed because there was a post up there, so we got a telegram, and as soon 
as Mum found aroom with the other Sovkhoz women we were given transport to go 
down.Like I had to walk and Father had to walk, but Grandpa and Grandma were sitting on 
the wagon with - 

Q: With the luggage. 

A: - the luggage. And that’s how we went down to this village. Now in that village Mum 
found work in the - 

Q: What would the distance have been between the Sovkhoz and the village? 

A: Oh about 70 kilometres. 

Q: As much as that? 

A: Yes, that was not next door,Siberia is big. And Mum found work with a communal dining 
room, communal stolovaya.This is like a restaurant, communal restaurant. 

Q: Canteen. 

A: Canteen, yes, exactly, canteen. And she worked there at the – on the payment. 

Q: On the cash register? 

A: On the cash register. Then she was also - 

Q: That was in September ‘41? 

A: October, October. In September we got the news, and till it moves and goes it’s October. 
And it’s already getting very cold, the winter is setting in, everything freezes. So we had 
problems with finding wood for warming up the room.  
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Father found work in a bank as an accountant. He was – he had a post of credit inspector, 
which was – which meant really he was given a horse and he had to travel to outlying 
Sovkhozesand Kolkhozes to get their reports, balances and so forth, and check their 
accountancy there. That was a very high position. 

Q: And did he get paid accordingly? 

A: He was paid like everybody else, that payment could not buy you a bucket of potatoes in 
1941. 

Q: Why was that, was there such a shortage? I mean it’s the countryside, didn’t they grow 
things? 

A: Now here you don’t know Soviet Union. Soviet Union economics didn’t change from then 
till now. Sovkhoz, whatever,produce what they can for the army. Don’t forget the war was 
on, and all the production, everything, everything, totally everything was going to the army.  

The only thing what you could buy was what was produced on the personal private lots of the 
peasants. You were allowed to have such and such an allotment, and you could grow 
whatever grows there, whatever you wanted to plant. The staple diet of Russian peasants, and 
us, were potatoes. Bread was rationed, and again now the bread ration dropped because of the 
war and because of the losses, Russia was losing the war at that time, they were pulling back, 
and everything was for the army. So we were rationed bread. The worker was getting 150 
grams and the old people wouldn’t get nothing, and myself nothing. 

Q: You got no bread? 

A: No. So it was very – children, very little children, were getting something, but my age, I 
was not here or there. And there was no way that you could – I couldn’t be a worker because 
I was not employable, I had to go to school. 

Q: So did you go to school? Was there school? 

A: Yes, schools are - in Soviet Russia schools are everywhere.You must know that, I’m 
always fair,the educational systemis very good. 

Q: Can you speak up? Your voice drops to voicelessness. 

A: I tell you it’s very funny, I don’t know why but it does. Anyway, so Father worked, 
Mother worked. Grandma and Grandpa had no bread and that was terrible so my Grandpa 
dressed up, the first thing he did when he came down to Altai [Skojesilo] he bought himself a 
big Papakha. 

Q: A big what? 

A: Papakha.It’s a hat, a tall hat, a fur hat, such a big tall one. 

Q: A what hat? 
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A: A fur hat. 

Q: A fur hat. 

A: Such a big one, like the Russian [clergy] 00:53:23 used to wear. 

Q: I see. 

A: So he had the dignity of a clerical person and he went to NKVD again on a mission.What 
– we can’t exist without bread. We must have bread. What he said there, again nobody 
knows, because he never confessedbut he brought the ration cards for himself and for his wife 
and got it for the old people who were - 

Q: Th other old people? 

A: Yes. A part of that, Grandpa was a prominent figure. When he walked on the streets of 
Altai [Skojesilo] the peasant women used to come up to him, kiss his coat, kiss his 
hands.‘Bless our children.’ Their need for God was so great. ‘Bless our children.’ And he 
used to say ‘But I am a Jew, I am a Jewish rabbi.’ They said ‘It doesn’t matter. Please, please 
bless our children.’ And they would put this –‘Bless that my husband will come back, pray 
for me that he comes back.’ And they werepushing into his pockets one egg. Once he came 
with a big cabbage, I said ‘Your pocket was too small.’ They were giving him for that. So 
Grandpa had a good [racket.] 00:54:52 

Q: But that happened every day? 

A: Whenever he could go out. He couldn’t go out when there was snow and there was cold, 
but whenever he could he did, and he used to take himself on tours. Well, that was – look, 
survival - Grandpa straight away established a Jewish calendar. He knew all the prayers, he 
prayed – he never ate any meat. He never touched - 

Q: Did you get meat? 

A: Well, you could barter for it. You can’t buy meat but we could get 100 grams of meat, 
barter. They would kill a lamb. Not a lamb, they would kill a mutton, and they would cut it 
up and they would barter for it. So you could get the meat but he would never - the only thing 
is he had a little knife and he used to sharpen it all the time for [unclear] 00:55:47, you know, 
it had to have a very sharp edge. And after he collected something or other he changed and he 
bought himself a live chicken. That was hell in the house because he had to kill the chicken 
and Grandma wouldn’t want - wouldn’t like to hold it if he would cut with this knife that he 
was sharpening.  

So anyhow, they were comedies, you have no idea. You can make a film of our life. We were 
pushed from the 20th century into the 18th century. There was no electricity, there was no 
sewerage, the toilets were outside. There was – winter time we had a chicken in the house, we 
had a little calf in the house. 

Q: A little what? 
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A: A calf. 

Q: A calf? 

A: A calf? 

Q: A calf? 

A: A calf, and a little piglet. The – how do you say, the proprietors of the house, it was only a 
two room house and one room was ours and she lived in the kitchen, and there was a table 
and under this table you had all the animals. We were together with the animals and 
everything. And her children were sleeping on above a big Russian – I don’t know if you’re 
familiar with the Russian ovens. 

Q: I’ve heard of them but I’ve never seen them. 

A: You have? Well, the oven is a structure of its own. It’s open, it’s just like the baker oven. 
You put the wood and coals, whatever that is, in the back and you cook next to it, in front of 
it. On the top is very warm, on top, so there - 

Q: The children slept? 

A: No, she slept there. And the children - between that oven and the end of the room there 
were planks, just like a second storey, and the children were sleeping above it. So there was a 
little step ladder to go on the oven,she was on the oven. From the oven they were sleeping in 
- 

Q: In the corner? 

A: And it was warm, it was always much warmer than down. But we didn’t. My mother and 
father slept in one bed, andunfortunately, and horrible to say, Grandpa had to sleep with my 
Grandma. 

Q: Why? 

A: Because there were no beds, there was nowhere to sleep. 

Q: But - oh I see, they had not slept in the same bed before? 

A: Are you of Jewish origin, madam? 

Q: Yes, but not from such a religious background. 

A: Oh god no, that was a terrible – they slept like in the carts. They slept not head to head, 
not that way, but they slept like that. 

Q: Feet to feet? 

A: Feet to feet. 
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Q: Feet to head. 

A: Feet to head, with a pillow between. He was inventing. There was no giving on – no 
giving on anything that was [connected.] 00:58:46 He was a really a very devoted - 

Q: But wasn’t that a bit stupid under the primitive conditions? 

A: You can’t talk to people like that, you can only respect. You can’t talk to them. 

Q: I might -  

A: You’re not getting stories out of - 

Q: No, I didn’t think I was. So how long did you stay in Altai [Skojesilo]? 

A: Altai [Skojesilo] we stayed for a year. In 1942 we moved to Biysk.And again it was my 
mother who made the move. 

Q: Why? 

A: Because she was extremely – she was buoyant, she was alive, and she didn’t want to stay 
in the little village. 

Q: But would not – but nobody died in that village? You all survived in that village? 

A: Well, at that time there was an amnesty on Polish citizens, we were privileged. 

Q: So would it not have been better in the long run if you’d stayed in the village? 

A: No, not at all, not at all. We had more chances in a bigger town, there’s more chances of 
doing things.  

And unfortunately, as you know, corruption is everywhere and there was a lot of corruption 
in the canteen, and my mother was honest, an honest person. And when she was balancing 
sheets something was not going right so she approached the director and he told her ‘So 
what?So you fix it that it’s right.’ Now here is an element of fear. You can’t fix it that it’s 
right, then he will accuse her that she did it. If she doesn’t do it she’s accusing the director of 
stealing.  

So she wanted to get out of her job because she’ll be accused of stealing. So with a terrible 
drama, as a Polish citizen, she said ‘Now is the time to move to another city’, and she’s very 
sorry, she likes the work and everything but she’s going to look for greener pastures. 

Q:  So when did you move? In October ’42, or before that? 

A: From – my mother moved earlier as I said, she went by herself. I stayed with my father 
and my grandmother and grandfather, after my mother made the move. 

Q: So when did she move? 
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A:  She moved, it would be in ’42. We came in October, I think she wouldn’t go winter time, 
it would be September of ’42, something like that. And she went down to Biysk where she 
met her friend. 

Q: Biysk was lower down wasn’t it? 

A: Yes, Biysk was a big city already. And she met her friend - 

Q: How big? 

A: About 300,000 people. 

Q: Oh, it was bigger than Bialystok. 

A: Yes. 

Q: I see. 

 
RG-50.617.0063.04.07 

A: Well [Bisque] 00:00:01 was not bigger as a city. But it was more populated. Heavily 
populated. And the reason was that there were deportees from European part of Soviet 
Russia. It was a city that has congregated not only us from Bialystok, but it was a centre for 
all that area. The capital of outer territory was [Barno] 00:00:37 but [Bisque] was second city. 
And it was a central city into the mountain. It was at the foot of the mountain. So the whole 
population was controlled from there. And there were all different deportees who were sent 
for resettlement. You can call it resettlement from – after revolution. There were Russians 
and Ukrainians and white Russians, all from European Russian resettled there. There were no 
native population to know about. It was all brought out, brought in. During the first time, they 
were hunters. There were people – hunters and traders. They were hunting for furs. Or they 
were merchant that were buying it from them and sending them back to Russia.  

There were – as a city that had to function and serve the region, it already had – not a 
university but institute. It had this pedagogic institute which I finished. There were factories, 
but not factories as you know. [Combinate] 00:01:51 which is a meatworks. One of the 
biggest in Russia, because they were spotted in different spots of Russia of this site, because 
there was – from all the meat of the cattle and things from the mountains were all brought 
there and canned. And from there it was going to – in my time to the front. But otherwise for 
distribution in Soviet Russia. They were – and so a very rich region. Very rich. Mountains 
had gold. Mountains had silver. I believe now there is uranium. Everything was there. There 
was fish industry because the rivers were very big. And there were even fish trading, 
travelling on the barges. Big barges were coming in and taking transport and so forth.  

So there were – and not far from [Bisque] there were resorts. Resorts that the leaders of 
Soviet Russia were coming to spend time. I did not have time to tell you that the region that 
we were was so beautiful. The valleys when they were covered with flowers, it was just 
something that – Shangri La can only fulfil it, because [unclear] 00:03:10 is continuation of 
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Tibet. It’s continuation of [Tian Shang] 00:03:13 mountains. And these pockets in the burst 
of summer, everything was growing quick. And with colours that were startling your eyes. 
The fruit were big. The tomatoes were – you could find kilo tomato. One tomato of the 
weight of a kilo. There were big cucumbers. There were big potatoes. A kilo each. Because 
the soil was virgin. Nobody ever cultivated anything there. They were just developing. There 
were also wood – a timber industry. They were felling the trees. It was another profession 
that I worked at felling trees, which I had no time to tell you. We were felling trees and the 
trees were falling into the river. And they were later on, on the rafts were coming down for 
the timber industries. 

So [Bisque] had been the centre where all the roads crossed. And having the railway station 
there could transport it back to central Russia, you see. It was very important. And it had a 
great chemical [combinate] again, which was producing chemicals which were needed in 
industry. And then there – at that time, in ’41, Soviet industry was evacuated back to Siberia. 
So we got a lot of -  

Q: New industry? 

A: New industries which were settling there. So there were evacuees from Ukraine. Evacuees 
from white Russia. Or evacuees from besieged Leningrad. We were getting evacuees from 
Moscow. It was such a cosmopolitan place as far as Russia is concerned. I’m not talking 
about -  

Q: So you must have had news of what was happening on the front or something? 

A: Nothing. No. The media in Soviet Russia are one-sided. There was – nobody had a radio. 
The radio was on the pole outside in the street. And it was blaring from 6.00 in the morning 
until they finished about 11.00. And it – well, whenever it was getting dark, it was finished. 
In summertime it was longer. In wintertime it was cut off shorter. And you could not stop it. 
So you had the news coming. And the news at that stage were war – they never, never played 
any music. If they played music, it was marches. No songs. And there were every hour on the 
hour, there would be news from the front. What was happening. How our glorious army was -  

Q: But were they truthful news from the front? 

A: Usually they were – yes. They were only twisting the wording. We knew the voice of 
[Levitan] 00:06:11 who was the main speaker from Moscow. And he had a very deep, solemn 
voice. And it was always – we listen with a pain in our heart, they surrounded this and they – 
withdrew for tactical reasons for always some kind of – and then how they were halted. How 
then Leningrad was besieged. We were getting older news, but the heroism of the people was 
always proclaimed, you know. And then we had local news of [unclear] 00:06:39 houses and 
[unclear] 00:06:39, what they produce. How they fulfil the norm and [unclear] 00:06:43, 
that's what was our news. Otherwise we didn’t know anything what was going overseas. The 
only news that was going overseas you can get from Pravda. And [Invistia] 00:06:54 and 
there is a saying. There is no truth in Pravda. You know, Pravda is truth. And no news in 
[Invistia]. [Invistia] is news. So that was a saying. No truth in Pravda, and no –  
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There were also – well, we had a big library. And you could get magazines which were 
produced in Soviet Russia. They were usually political. Very slanted towards socialism and 
everything, whatever was happening everywhere else was treated from the communist point 
of view. And interpreted in such a way. And we were made to interpret things like that. 

Q: Just tell me one last thing. So when did the rest of the family move from [Alties-scoesolo] 
00:07:33 to -  

A: Well, the one to follow next was grandpa. And how we went, it was amazing. To get a 
transport to – from [Alties-scoesolo] to [Bisque] was very difficult indeed. 

Q: How far was that from [inaudible] 00:07:53 

A: That would be another – I think – we travelled about eight hours. Well – how can I say? 
You have to measure the distance. I think it was about 150 kilometres [inaudible] 00:08:09 

Q: So you'd have to cut – to travel nearly two hour - 

A: We travel five days, I told you. 

Q: Oh, when you arrived. Yeah. 

A: You couldn’t travel any quicker. [Mad] 00:08:17But there were trucks going on. Now, 
trucks which were carrying meat for the meat [combinate]. The drivers, you could bribe a 
driver and he would let you sit on the top. But they were not – you had to know when they’re 
going and when they’re coming and you didn’t know. And they usually travelled at 
wintertime, because he carcasses were frozen. You see, we had deep freeze, Siberian deep 
freeze. Well, I didn’t talk about the weather. It was another terrible thing. But – so grandpa, 
not knowing when the trucks will be going and not knowing how he can go, he left home 
with some bread and stood on the road for 12 days and 12 nights. How he managed to be 
alive, I don’t know. It’s a great puzzle. To me he was a rabbi and he was a mystical man. I 
even said that my grandpa could levitate. Because how he stood on those cold nights and cold 
days and didn’t freeze to death is beyond my – beyond our – and father warned him not to go. 
But to him it would talk like the wall. He made up his mind. He went. 

He had a very big fur. He had a fur coat. He had this fur thing. He had woollen [inaudible] 
00:09:44which are the woollen boots for the Russian winter. He probably prayed. He 
probably meditated. He probably did whatever he did. But then he came to [Bisque]. Now, in 
[Bisque] he found Jews from Białystok. And he found a few, and they made him a rabbi. So 
he did not – he seen my mother. But he didn’t want to live with us.  

Q: Why not? 

A: Because if he’s a – he didn’t want to sleep with a woman. In the same room. Right. So he 
had another lodging. He had another lodging. And this man, Mr [Isbutski] 00:10:27 he’s also 
dead now. 

Q: [Isbutski]? 
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A: [Isbutski]. His family is here. He was [hishamus] 00:10:37. He became [hishamus]. And 
grandpa organised a synagogue in [Bisque]. [inaudible] 00:10:43 I can tell you one thing. My 
father suffered because of that very much. He thought that because grandpa organised a 
praying house, all can be arrested and deported. Again. 

Q: I see. And could you have been? 

A: Sure. So grandpa said, [inaudible] 00:11:03But father used to say, there is a Kamchatka 
still. So another thing, he contacted everybody overseas. You see, now we were free we had 
this [amnestia] 00:11:25. We had the papers that we are Polish citizens. So he wrote to all the 
[inaudible] 00:11:29 that he was connected before. I have grandpa’s books if you want to see. 
I got them from Hebrew University. 

Q: What’s in his books? 

A: That he written. 

Q: What, before the war? 

A: Yes. And he was connected with the [hook Yeshiva inaudible. He knew inaudible.] 
00:11:44He has his pupils in London. Rabbi [Ushovski and Semititski] 00:11:52His pupils. 
And he demanded help. He was not shy at all. He had a sister in America. 

Q: Your grandfather? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Whereabouts? 

A: She lived in Chicago. And he also asked for help. So she was sending money. But she was 
sending money. And to translate them into one dollar for one rubel, and for 800 rubels, costed 
one bucket of potatoes. He was not prepared to waste his sister’s money. So what he did, he 
sent it back. My father nearly died. I tell you, antics of my father you can write about him a 
book. He sent it back. He said, I have her telegram that came back. She wrote like my 
grandpa. Healthy, wealthy, and rich. 

Q: She wrote? 

A: Yep. To grandpa. Because she was his older sister. That was coming – the telegram came 
like that. 

Q: What do you mean, healthy, wealthy, and rich? 

A: That’s what aunty wrote from America. He was asking her how she is. So she was writing 
– telegram was coming, healthy, wealthy, and rich. [Twice she was inaudible] 00:13:09. She 
has a very interesting story also. And grandpa was very good to her, in the [inaudible family 
story] 00:13:18. So we started to get parcels. That’s what saved our lives, you see, because 
the ration of bread was still the same. And -  
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Q: You still had no ration of bread? 

A: As school started we were getting 150 grams. Father and myself were still – father, 
myself, and grandma were still in [Alties-scoesolo] Then mother sent that I should come. 
Well, when I was in [Alties-scoesolo] I went to a technical institute. There was a technical – 
and I jumped and I matriculate – I jumped two years, so she wrote that I have to come to 
[Bisque] now. So poor father stayed. They wouldn’t let him go from the bank. And father 
was still there with grandmother. And I went down. He put in a – he knew from the bank 
when the truck as going. And I went by truck on the muttons. Frozen muttons. You know, the 
carcasses. And I was sitting inside on the frozen things. I went down to [Bisque]. 

Q: And when did you go? 

A: It was – I came in the end of ’42. ’42, yes. Or maybe – wait a second. Maybe not. Maybe 
it was September because – September or October ’42. 

Q: Not long after your mother? 

A: Not long after mother, no. Half a year maybe. Or maybe later. 

Q: But you said she went in September. 

A: No, she -  

Q: You told me she went in September ’42 to [Bisque]. 

A: If – well, maybe she went earlier. She could have gone in July or June. She could have 
gone that time. I can’t really – maybe I’ll remember and I’ll tell you. But I can’t – it still was 
some – you know, it was the time that you could travel. And the summer starts June. End of 
June, July, August, September. That’s the three months that you can move. 

Q: And what work had your mother found in [Bisque]? 

A: She went into cooperative and started to make hats. 

Q: Hats? What sort of hats? 

A: Hats. Ladies hats. She could do anything. I told you. So she come there. And then in the 
end of – I went back to [inaudible] 00:15:59 in the end of ’42. And a terrible thing happened 
can you take it? – [audio cut] 00:16:11 

Q: We are now in ’42. Am I correct? We are in the summer or autumn of 1942. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you are in the city of [Bisque] or in [Alties-scoesolo]. 

A: [Alties] mountains. Yes. 

Q: You are in the mountains. 
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A: Yes. 

Q: And your mother is in the city of [Bisque]. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And your father is in the [Alties] mountains.  

A: Yes. 

Q: And your grandfather is in the city of [Bisque]. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And your grandmother is in the mountains.So the family – every couple was divided? 

A: Yeah. 

Q: Right. So let’s say September ’42, so everybody – was your grandmother working or was 
she doing home duty? 

A: Working. 

Q: What was she working at? 

A: She was working making hats in the atelier in the -  

Q: Oh, your grandmother was the one making -  

A: Mother.  

Q: I asked you about your grandmother. 

A: Grandmother was doing nothing. She was too old. 

Q: And your father was working in the bank. What was he working as again? 

A: He was a credit – I don’t know what is equivalent in the Australian or European. He was 
an inspector of credits. Credit department. In [inaudible] 00:17:28 you can say [intradafel] 
00:17:30 department. 

Q: So it was quite a good position in the bank? 

A: One of the highest that you could get. There were not many people of this quality like 
father was in there. That’s why they wouldn’t let him go. 

Q: Right. And you were going to school. You were then how old? Forgive me, because I 
haven’t got your date of birth. What is your date of birth? 

A: 1926. 
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Q: 1926. 

A: It was 1942. 

Q: So you were 16 years old. 

A: Correct. 

Q: And you were in high school. 

A: No, I’d finished. I’d finished. I was in a technical which gave certificate – which I jumped 
and then when I came to [Bisque] I matriculated in the night school. I just did on my own. 

Q: So when you were back in the [Alties-scoesolo] – forgive me pronunciation, you were 
going to a technical college there? 

A: Yes, yes. Milk industry. It was a technical of milk industry. 

Q: And what sort of things were they making for the milk industry? 

A: They were working in the milk factories. 

Q: Doing what? Making cheeses? 

A: The dairies. Yes, but they were preparing you to be an engineer on the [inaudible] 
00:18:40 

Q: In a dairy? 

A: Yes, in the dairy industry [inaudible] 00:18:44 

Q: Well, what we understand for engineer was more a technician. 

A: Yes, yes. 

Q: A technician? 

A: Yeah. Preparation for it. I didn’t finish it. I just did two years there and then I went 
[inaudible] 00:18:56 to [Bisque] where I jumped and I did the matriculation. I matriculated. 
And the night school, and then I went to the pedagogical institute and I finished that. And I 
worked for half a year before repatriation in Polish school teaching maths. 

Q: Did you? 

A: [inaudible] 00:19:15 my experience in teaching. 

Q: And your mother was working making hats? 

A: Yes. 

Q: In the [main] 00:19:20. Did you hear anything of your little sister at all? 
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A: No. 

Q: Not one word? 

A: There were – we only met with people whose children were in [inaudible] 00:19:30 in the 
other camp. And they were repatriated into Russia. Into [inaudible] 00:19:36. And one 
mother who was with us, Mrs [Rubenstein went - Rabinovic] 00:19:42 went and got her 
daughter from there. From [inaudible] 00:19:47. 

Q: I see. But you had no idea what happened to your little sister? 

A: No. Not whatsoever. Never. Until Białystok was reconquered and we didn’t find her on 
the list. And Red Cross was looking for her everywhere. We look everywhere. Never found a 
origin – a declaration that she was killed. Nothing. 

Q: Did you ever look at [inaudible] 00:20:11. 

A: Yes. Everywhere. 

Q: Or search bureaus? 

A: Everywhere. 

Q: She would have known her name and stuff. 

A: Yes, yes. She would have known. She knew where we were. She would have looked for 
us. 

Q: What was your – unfortunately I haven't got the [inaudible] 00:20:23 – what was your 
maiden name again? 

A: [Boscovich] 00:20:24 

Q: [Boscovich]. And so how long did you stay in [Alties-scoesolo]? Until when? 

A: [Alties-scoesolo]? I left for – 1942 went down. My mum went and I went after her. 

Q: Oh, you – I thought you said you went back to the mountains? 

A: No, no, no. I didn’t. 

Q: You stayed in [Bisque]? 

A: We stayed in [Bisque] all the time. 

Q: Right. And how long did you stay in [Bisque] for? 

A: Until 1946. 

Q: Until 1946. What time in 1946? 
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A: In May 1946. I have a documentation. Document when -  

Q: Right, right. Just - 

A: No, no, no. I want to [check over] 00:21:05 the date. I want to have the date exactly. 

Q: No, no. I’m not going into [inaudible] 00:21:09 father stay in [Alties-scoesolo]. 

A: My father stayed there until 1943. March 1943. 

Q: And what happened then? 

A: My grandpa died. 

Q: In [Bisque]? 

A: In [Bisque]. 

Q: Of natural causes? 

A: Heart attack. My father by that time was given permission to transfer to [Bisque] with 
possibility of taking a job in the bank or he had an offer in the gold firm that controlled gold 
in [inaudible] 00:21:47 as a -  

Q: What sort of gold – gold mining or? 

A: No, not only gold mining. It was collecting gold. You could – if you had gold rings or 
gold broaches, you could give them to this particular firm or [inaudible] 00:22:14 and they 
would give you products for it. It was collecting gold by only – it was a central gold 
collecting. 

Q: Why was the gold collected from the people? 

A: The gold was not collected from the people. You had a possibility if you had gold, 
exchange it for food. 

Q: Of exchanging it. And did many people do that? 

A: Especially our deportees, yes. Because we wanted to eat. And there was one possibility of 
getting something. It was very closed, and you were getting delicacies which you could not 
get at all. So -  

Q: I see. It was like the [pivic shops] 00:22:56 in Poland now? 

A: Not – it was a unique – like in [our last town] 00:23:02 when they were collecting gold 
and instead of dollars or money, you were getting what was available in this particular firm. 
They wanted gold. Gold is a thing that they could probably go and buy armaments and things 
like that. 

Q: Abroad, yeah. 
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A: Abroad. It’s my supposition. I don’t know. I know that it existed. Gold which was – 
people could find it in the mountains and bring it down. And it could be gold that you had on 
you in the form of jewellery. 

Q: I see. And the same firm dealt with both? 

A: Yes. The same firm. 

Q: Now, was your grandma – when your grandfather died, was your grandmother still in the 
mountains? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So she was not present when he died? 

A: Not my father, not my grandmother. 

Q: And was your mother present? 

A: Yes, yes. We buried grandfather. And the people who were coming to the [inaudible] 
00:23:57 there, so that was a very big funeral for this little township. For the town that we 
lived in, for the Jewish community. And -  

Q: [inaudible] 00:24:06 only who died? Or did many people die? 

A: Oh, there were old people. People were dying all the time, but you asked me about -  

Q:  No, but from hunger or from -  

A:  There were people dying from hunger. And there were people dying from natural causes. 
From sickness, from epidemics. 

Q:  And how old was he at that stage? 

A:  78. 

Q:  78. Right. And your father – after your grandfather’s death, your father got permission to 
come down from the mountains? 

A:  Yes. 

Q:  Did your grandmother also come down at this point? 

A:  Yes. They came and they stayed with us. 

Q:  Did they come for the funeral or after the funeral? 

A:  After the funeral. It was not permitted to come to the funeral. 

Q: So what months would that have been? 
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A:  In March. 

Q:  Still in March? 

A:  Yep. That was the irony of it all. And when he came, they were organising a Polish army 
of the social republic of Poland. And there is – well, you ask the questions. I won’t -  

Q:  Was that the Army of Anders? 

A:  No. 

Q:  Whose army? Who was in charge of that? 

A:  This is the socialist republic. That was when the Polish government – there were times 
when the Polish government in Russia was organised on the [head with] 00:25:41 Wanda 
Wasilewska. And the army which was organised then was fighting to get -  

Q: Wanda Wasilewska - it was a woman? 

A: Yep. 

Q: How do you spell Wasilewska? 

A: W A S I L E W – yeah, sorry. 

Q: And she- what was she? She was a military figure or a -  

A: No, Wanda Wasilewska was a Polish writer who was a communist. And she was in 
Moscow and after the breaking relationship with the government in exile in London, and the 
Sovietisation again of us. They ask us to take Soviet passports. 

Q: And did you? 

A: Well, at that time I went to see father. We arranged to go and see father and grandma, how 
they were/ And it was in 1943 already, in February. Before grandpa died. And we were asked 
to uncover – to come. And agree to take a Soviet citizenship, which father and I refused. 

Q: On what grounds? 

A: That we are Polish citizens and not Soviet citizens. And we don’t want Soviet passports. 

Q: And what about your mother and your grandparents? 

A: Just wait. So we – father and I were incarcerated for seven days. We were in prison. 

Q: In what place? 

A: In [inaudible] 00:27:21. Then during the interrogations, we got noticed that mother 
accepted Soviet citizenship and she advised us to take the Soviet citizenship. So we did. And 
I came back – I came back before and father and grandmother stayed. And then grandpa also 
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took the Soviet citizenship while he was in [Bisque]. But he died very soon after. And later 
on when father came down, he came already with a Soviet passport and he was drawn to the 
Polish Army of Wanda Wasilewska. 

Q: But [inaudible] 00:28:04 if you'd become a Russian, how could he go into the Polish 
Army? 

A: That is again another [enduring period] 00:28:11 after having the Soviet passport for very 
short time, the Polish government and Wanda Wasilewska was organised not to have a 
vacuum, which was only a very short one that we were Soviet citizenship. We again became 
Polish citizens, because she – but all in different grounds. And we had -  

Q: What do you mean on different grounds? 

A: Not as free people. But still we held Soviet passports to the very day of repatriation. 

Q: I see. So you were Poles but on Soviet passports? 

A: Yes. We were – it was very difficult to explain how it worked. There were organisation 
called Union of Polish Patriots. And that government which was declared in Moscow, under 
the chairmanship of Wanda Wasilewska, did not have a status yet as a government. It’s only 
when the armies crossed to Poland and Poland became liberated, then it sort of had sense that 
we became Polish citizens. We held the allegiance by just having the little cards, which I 
have with me, that we belong. Then we paid our dues for belonging to this union, with the 
right of repatriation to the free socialist Poland. 

Q: I see. Now -  

A: It’s very difficult to explain in few words. 

Q: Tell me now, the political things, you know, we want the personal story. And you know 
the political just as a background. So tell me, when – you say your father also died in 1943? 

A: Well, he was mobilised. And on – he was already – he went through the -  

Q: He did not work in [Bisque] at a job? 

A: No. He did not. He has applied to the gold collecting firm which he was accepted. 

Q: What was the name of that firm? Do you remember? If you don’t, it doesn’t matter. 

A: It has to do with [NicholavskiPriski] 00:30:34, but if I say it, I will say something that I’m 
not quite sure. And because that’s where the gold was found. And the firm was carried the 
name of [NicholavskiPriski]. But he did not have opportunity to work there because he was 
called to the army. And he was called to the army. He went through the medical commission, 
and he was accepted as a healthy man. Even they shaved their hair, because when they [draw] 
00:31:12 people to Russian or Polish army, they shave their hair, you know. And they -  

Q: How old was your father at this stage? 
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A: My father was 43. 49, sorry. 1943. Sorry. See. He was 49. And on the day of departure, on 
that day when we’re already saying goodbye to him on the station, they called out 
[Boscovich]. He stepped out. Go home. Too old. So he returned home. And not very long 
after he had a heart attack and died. 

Q: And what month was that? 

A: It was in June. 28th of June he died. 1943. 

Q: Had they noticed that there was something wrong with him or what? 

A: No, they didn’t notice there was anything wrong. It was just sadistic. You call up 
somebody to the army, and you tell him that on the day that he’s going that he’s too old. The 
trauma of going to an army, saying goodbye to your dear ones is a great one. 

Q: And did he – so how long after this -  

A: It’s about three days after, he died. 

Q: Three days after that? Oh dear. So he didn’t get a chance of working at the -  

A: No, he did not. No. He didn’t. 

Q: It must have been a great trauma for you to lose your grandfather and your father in such a 
short time. 

A: In two months. It was in two months. It was a very, very bad year. And that was the year 
of Stalingrad. And that was a year of tremendous hunger. We were hungry all the time. There 
was really nothing in that year when we were -  

Q: Now, Stalingrad was already freed? 

A: Yes, yes. But I said that was the year of Stalingrad. All those – it was not freed until 
September after – after he died. 

Q: Well, I understand the battle was won in February/March? 

A: Yeah, it was. But they – when they started to move, when the whole – when it turned into 
victory, it was much later. 

Q: So you all – did you all live together, and your mother, your grandmother and you in 
[Bisque]? 

A: Yes. We also had my mother’s friend with us. 

Q: Who was that? 

A: [inaudible. Doctor inaudible] 00:33:39 staying from Warsaw. He was a dentist. 

Q: And was she a dentist in [Bisque]? 
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A: Yes. The only [inaudible] 00:33:50 

Q: And you lived in the same -  

A: Room. 

Q: One room? 

A: Yes. And it was unlucky for her because in the same year, she was stricken with – she had 
a stroke. And she was paralysed. 

Q: How old was she? 

A: She was then 43. And I had her. So I had mother, after father’s death she completely 
collapsed. And she had attacks of epilepsy or whatever. Petite mal, they called it. And she 
was completely out of – she could not work. She was crying and she collapsed totally. And 
she never worked anymore. She was getting a pension of an invalid. Second category. 

Q: What does that mean? 

A: Well, that she was permitted not to work and was getting money because there was 
[different classifications] 00:34:54 

Q: No, what was second category as opposed to first category? 

A: [inaudible] 00:34:58 you still worked. Still worked. Had to work. People had to work. 
Everybody had to work. Labourers -  

Q: First category you still had to work, but second category she didn’t have to? 

A: Second, and third was worse. You know, just -  

Q: I see. So did you work? Did you get paid for your - 

A: Nothing. 

Q: - studies as -  

A: Yeah, I had a stipend. Yes, I had stipend for -  

Q: You had a stipend. Your mother had a pension. What about your grandmother? 

A: Nothing. 

Q: So it must have been very difficult for you. Or did you have -  

A: The money that we were receiving were not even worth a cracker. That was only a token 
that she was getting. I do not recollect the exact amount, but it would not even buy one 
bucket of potatoes. So – [audio cuts out] 00:35:48 

Q: So how did you live? 
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A: We lived from bartering. 

Q: What? 

A: Clothes. By that time, by 1943, my grandfather’s letters paid dividends. We were getting 
parcels from overseas. 

Q: With what? 

A: With products. With clothing. 

Q: But what sort of things? When you said products, what does products mean? 

A: Products means for you nothing. Flour. Salt. Coffee. That was the main thing that they 
were sending. 

Q: And this came via Siberia? 

A: That was coming via Iran. And they were usually from some firm in Iran that was doing it. 
And they were coming mostly from Palestine. From [Rabbi Cook] 00:36:45I think. 

Q: Rabbi – [Raf Cook from the Yeshiva?] 00:36:48 

A: From the [Yeshiva]. Yes. And they were usually – and there were some beans I 
remember, because one particular parcel is a part of a joke. Coffee and flour and soap. And 
the beans were missed together. Everything was broken. And we wouldn’t use it. Even I 
wouldn’t use it. But we had a friend, a dear friend, who was coming to my mother. And he 
said, 'Mrs [Boscovich], if you don’t use it, give it to me please.' So we gave way this all 
mixture and -  

Q: This only happened once, the -  

A: That is one that I recollect for a demonstration of the idiocy of the parcels. But some had 
clothing, shoes. Anyhow, it saved our lives. Because we were selling what we could. 

Q: Who did you sell it to? 

A: There was an open market – a black market. It would not be a black market. It was just a 
market where [inaudible] 00:38:00 were bringing the surplus foods to sell or barter for 
something else. So on one market you could buy potatoes, carrots, butter, and milk. 
Sometimes meat. And there was another one where you were selling your clothing, whatever. 
One shoe. Glasses. False teeth. Everything was -  

Q: Were you able to sell your father’s and grandfather’s clothing as well? 

A: Yes. We sold everything. We changed absolutely everything. Whatever we could on that 
market, buy just food. 

Q: And that enabled you to survive to feed yourselves? 
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A: Yes, because there was no standard of living to compare with the western world. We did 
not care what we wore. It had to be clean, patched. My stockings had – you can’t imagine 
patched stockings that are from all different colours on tops and bottoms and things, because 
stockings were unavailable. Well, shoes were patched up that you would not credit how they 
looked. I even brought them overseas when we were repatriated later on to prove what we 
wore. But nobody was interested to look at -  

Q: Now they would be. 

A: Now they would be, but not then. Then they though that we are idiots. And pants. 
Everything. But whatever we could sell for food we would. Anything. You wanted it, you 
would have it. It was just [inaudible] 00:39:40 

Q: And the clothing fetched good – I mean, you could buy a lot of food for -  

A: Not buy. Barter. One blouse could have been bartered for a month’s supply of milk. 
Because the peasant had the cow, who lived in the next street for instance. And she was 
milking the cow. And she was sharing her milk with us. So she had less and we had some. So 
for a month I could go there and get half a litre of milk. That’s because she could not give me 
straight away whatever. So that’s how we bartered. Whatever you could. Father’s suit, I 
exchanged for a supply of wood. There was a wounded man who came from the front. And 
wood was not available like here. You had to go to the – we were allotted some piece where 
we could go and fell trees and drag them back home. We could do it. But there was nobody. 
There was no physical strength to do it. So all you traded again something, and the men 
would go with you, and he would fell the trees. And take them by sleigh. I was usually winter 
that we were bringing the trees. During summer it was impossible to get trees from the 
mountains. And I was lucky that this – I talked on the market with the returned soldier and he 
said that he has wood chopped up, dried up -  

Q: Right.  

A: That’s about the wood. So I -  

Q: So what, you didn’t tell me what you said to him. 

A: I had my father’s suit. And he wanted it. He tried it and it fitted him and he wanted it. So 
he said, we can exchange. Come to my place and you’ll be getting the wood. So we had wood 
for a whole winter because of that one suit. He was -  

Q: That was the winter of ’43, ’44? 

A: Yes. And it was a very bad winter. So we were very, very lucky. And that saved our lives 
in that particular year. Because this returned soldier was bringing the wood. So we were very 
privileged. As women. There was no men [inaudible] 00:42:10 

Q: And the suit was very valuable. 

A: In Soviet Russia, suit for a man that could fit into it, was very valuable. Because it was 
unobtainable. You couldn’t buy it in the shop. There were no shops. 
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Q: And how many parcels would you have received a month? 

A: Don’t exaggerate. If we had a one parcel in six months, that was already something great. 

Q: And that enabled you to survive? 

A: Yes. That enabled us to survive. It was not coming every week. If it would come every 
week, we would be very lucky. I had a girlfriend whose father lived in Palestine. And he was 
sending parcels every day from Palestine. So they were getting it every week. And they 
didn’t feel such a bad strain in Russia. They were very comfortable. They always had a lot to 
eat. 

Q: So how long did you stay there? 

A: Until 1946. 

Q: Approximately when? 

A: In May. 

Q: May ’46. And did your financial condition improve? Or was it always based on the 
parcels? 

A: It was always based on parcels and what we could – [audio cut] 00:43:42 

Q: Did your mother at any time recover sufficiently to go back to work? 

A: No. 

Q: And you never started work? 

A: I told you, when I finished my institute, I worked for half a year in the Polish school 
teaching maths. 

Q: No, you didn’t. We must – so when was that? In ’46. Early ’46 or -  

A: In ’46. 1946. 

Q: And did you get -  

A: From September of 1945. Until we evacuated back to Poland. 

Q: And when you say the Polish school, it was a Polish language school for Polish students? 

A: For Polish children, yes. Yeah, that was the result of the establishment of the Polish 
government in [New Berlin now] 00:44:20 after the -  

Q: The liberation of [inaudible] 00:44:27 

A: Yes. After the liberation of Polish territories. The glorious Soviet army and Polish army 
conquered it. Do you want some – [audio cut] 00:44:38 
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Q: So you were repatriated in May 1946. Can you tell me about the repatriation please? 

A: Well, when the repatriation came, we had to register with the Union of Polish Patriots. We 
received documentation which was accrediting us as Polish citizens. Transport of cattle 
wagons were prepared for us on the station. We had notification about four days before 
departure. We had to pack our belongings and get to the station by our own means. We were 
very lucky. As we lived in the house that – [inaudible] 00:45:32 they had was living. He gave 
me his horses. And we were driven to the station by four white horses, with all our 
belongings. And my grandmother died just a month before repatriation. But -  

Q: What, in April 1946? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Do you remember the exact date? 

A: No. 

Q: Yes, go on. 

A: And the trouble was, only Doctor [Rubenstein] 00:46:11because she was paralysed, and I 
had to bodily take her onto the carriage that was given to us. And later on, on the station, I 
had to put her on into the wagon. Nobody was helping anyone. Men were not helping 
women. Women were not helping men. Everybody had to look after himself. 

Q: Can I just ask you in regard to Doctor [Rubenstein], did you have to support her from 
your classes as well? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Or did she have any other income? 

A: She was occasionally getting parcels from her husband who was in the Polish army of 
Anders in Palestine, from time to time. But altogether she lived from what were bartering. 

Q: So that supported four people? 

A: Yes. Not only the parcels, but what we were exchanging. If she was all right, she would 
make some hats. Privately. And we were getting some money for that. Or products, whatever. 
Whatever the people could offer. 

Q: Right. And so she was repatriated with you. Were all the others Poles who’d come as a 
group as you, were they repatriated together with you? Or separate? 

A: No. We were divided into transports. We were in the second transport. One transport went 
before us. And we were in the second one. And there were others left behind still going. Not 
everybody was repatriating, because some of the Polish citizens lied they were Ukrainians or 
white Russians, and they were not granted the rights to go back to Poland. 

Q: Why would they have told this lie? 
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A: Because [inaudible] 00:48:02 it was more convenient – advantageous for them. So some 
left behind. They might have repatriated later on, but I don’t know. 

Q: And the people who were repatriated where not all Jews? 

A: Not all Jews, no. 

Q: So - 

A: On the contrary, there were more Poles than Jews. 

Q: I want to ask you a couple of questions, because other people who were repatriated from 
Russia had told me of this experience. Did you have – what sort of relationship did you have 
with the other Poles who were in [Bisque] and in [Alties-scoesolo]? 

A: Very good. We were very good relationship. Very good relationship. My mother was very 
much liked. We have received our room that we lived after [Graf Rudofski] 00:48:52 who 
was granted departure with the Polish exile. 

Q: [Graf] who? 

A: [Rudofski].  

Q: How do you spell that?R U - 

A: No. Z. I’ll write it for you.He was – at the stage of the exile government in London being 
accepted by Stalin,  he was representative of the Polish government in the territory of 
[Altier]. And where they broke the relationship, he was evacuated to [Compachef] 00:49:36 
and from [Compachef] as a representative of the Polish government, he went to England. 

Q:  And you said you were granted a room after him. You mean you were second in line after 
him, is that correct? 

A: His wife was friend of mothers. And as they were departing she notified my mother. And 
we were able to get -  

Q: The room. I see. Did your relationship with the Polish – with the other Polish, non-Jewish 
evacuees alter once you left Russian territory? 

A: Yes. 

Q: So tell me about the trip and what happened? 

A: The trip was uneventful. As the trips are in Russia, it’s a long one. About – travelling -  

Q: How many days? 

A: We came on the – departed about 25 days. We came at the end of May to Poland. 

Q: 25 days? 
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A: Yes. By train. 

Q: By train? 

A: Yes. 

Q: I must look up a map of the world where [Altier] is. 

A: It’s about 4,000 miles – 6,000 miles away from centre. From Moscow. 4,000 miles. It was 
a very great distance. I could show it to you, but you have no time. 

Q: All right. No, I’ll find it on a map. And so you travelled 25 days by train. What sort of 
provisions did you have for the journey? 

A: None. What we could take with us, we were having. What we didn’t, we didn’t. The train 
was stopping. You could buy something from the people around in the station. 

Q: Food was available at that time? 

A: In the same way as in [Bisque]. Only on free market, you could barter. You could barter 
again with the clothes or whatever. 

Q: And you still had things left to barter? 

A: Sure. For one blouse, you could live a month. You know -  

Q: Clothing was at a premium? 

A: Clothing was at a premium. Yes. And that was not very precious to you what we had. But 
for us it was. I could have been very shabby, but we didn’t have anything else so we had it 
with us. 

Q: But even if it was shabby, it could buy you a months’ worth of food? 

A: Yes. Well, not everything. It depends on the [contrary] 00:52:05. If it was shabby it 
couldn’t. But it was better, it could. It depended on how much – when it was put by the 
buyer. What he perceived by looking at it. So we didn’t have any money. We had -  

Q: Had you been able to – excuse me, I’ve forgotten from November. Had you been able to 
bring a lot of luggage from Białystok? 

A: I did. I did, because I had special [inaudible circumstances] 00:52:35 which I described 
previously. I brought quite a -  

Q: I see. So this enabled you to have a lot of bartering material? 

A: Yeah. 

Q: So where did you enter Poland? At what point? What town? 
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A: I don’t remember. 

Q: But was it north, south, or middle? 

A: It is a vacuum. 

Q: So how were you conscious – or when were you conscious that your relationship with the 
non-Jewish Poles changed? 

A: As the train was reaching Poland, or rather crossed straight away, we were – the train was 
bombarded with stones. With yells from the Polish population. They are taking our coal away 
and bringing Jews back. The first station where we were met – and I don’t recall the station. 
It must have been a very small one. Maybe it was the impact of segregation, it was such a 
strong one that the name is obscure. We were separated. We got the order, Poles of Jewish – 
or [inaudible] 00:53:55 persuasion to the right. And Poles of Catholic persuasion to the left. 
And standing for bread. 

Q: Did that worry you? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Tell me how you felt? 

A: We felt very degraded. To see that our Polish friends did not say no, you can’t do that. We 
are all Polish citizens. 

Q: By your friends, you meant the ones you’d been together in exile with? 

A: That’s right. And that sealed the resolution that we will not stay in Poland. Because by 
that time, we already had news that my sister is not alive. 

Q: When did you get that news? 

A: After the liberation of Białystok. And when some of our Jewish boys have entered Polish 
territory with the armies, there were letters. We wrote to Białystok ourselves. And got an 
answer that there was nobody there. 

Q: But you didn’t get any proof of her death? 

A: No. No documentation. Only suppositions and tales. The tales, as you know, they were the 
one that are now verified by Holocaust studies. They were taken to Treblinka or [Majdanek] 
00:55:15and purged. So we were terribly upset about it. That that is the welcome. We had an 
opportunity because of Doctor [Rubenstein’s] brother was in Warsaw. So instead of the 
whole transport who was going to the [inaudible] 00:55:40 which was lying on the recovered 
soils of Poland, or as they say in Polish, [speaking Polish] 00:55:50 which was the returned 
lands from the Germany. We were able to alight in Warsaw. So our destiny was different to 
others, because we -  

Q: Just the two of you and Doctor [Rubenstein]? 
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A: Yes. 

Q: You and your mother and Doctor [Rubenstein]? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And who was this brother of Doctor [Rubenstein’s] husband? What was his name? 

A: [Richard] 00:56:14 

Q: [Rubenstein]? 

A: No. That was her married name. Lew. L E W. 

Q: And what was he there as? Was he survivor of a camp or partisan? 

A: No, he was also in Russia during the war. But he returned before. And she established the 
contact. Because she wrong to Warsaw and she got the relative back. And -  

Q: And what was he doing professionally at that stage? What was he working as? 

A: At that stage, he was just freelancing. He was not -  

Q: What age group would he have been at? 

A: He was 40. 

Q: And she was 43 in ‘43? 

A: Yeah. 

Q: So she would have been ’46 by then. 

A: Yeah. 

Q: Right. Yeah. 

A: Well, they had a sister in Warsaw who survived on the Aryan papers. And as he came 
with the army to Warsaw, he found his sister. And she had her flat that she lived. And he 
went there and his wife came from [Kalkas] 00:57:34And then we arrived in Warsaw. 

Q: And where did you live when you were there? 

A: With them. We lived -  

Q: Where was – [Richard] Lew? 

A: With [Richard]. Yeah, [Richard] Lew. His sister -  

Q: And Doctor [Rubenstein]. 
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A: Yes. His sister left Poland for Argentina, because her husband evacuated – not evacuated, 
but was permitted to leave Warsaw during German’s occupation. He had deals with 
Argentine. And he had an open passport prepared for going there. You know. 

Q: And what their name? 

A: Don’t – at this particular moment I can't recall. I probably will, but I don’t -  

Q: Was that a frequent case or was that very unusual? 

A: No. Very unusual. But he couldn’t take his wife with him. Because he had the passport 
only for him for trading. He went for -  

Q: What sort of trading did he do? What did he deal in? 

A: He was a very rich man in Warsaw. And he was establishing a factory of buttons in 
Argentina. And that’s why he was -  

Q: Do you know the name of the sister? You must have known her. 

A: [Wanda] 00:58:43 

Q: [Wanda] Lew? Or [Wanda] Lew something else? 

A: [Wanda] Lew something else. But I can’t – just at this moment, I can’t recall. 

Q: Would you know what year or approximately what time her husband left for Argentina 
during the war? 

A: In 1939. 

Q: You mean, Between September and December? 

A: Yes. In 1939. As the Germans came into Warsaw. 

Q: Has that been recorded anywhere? 

A: I don’t know. 

Q: And so he arranged for her to go in ’46. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Right. 

A: I didn’t meet her. 

Q: Oh, she was no longer living there when you lived there? 

A: No. Yes, when I came she was gone. 
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Q: I see. And you just lived with he brother, [Richard] Lew, and [inaudible] 00:59:44. When 
you say she was paralysed, just how paralysed? She could look after herself? I mean, apart 
from lifting in the car? 

A: No. [inaudible] 00:59:52 

Q: Did you have to look after her all the time? 

A: She could – yes. She couldn’t – her right hand was paralysed. And her speech was 
distorted. And she dragged her leg. 

Q: Did these things happen to – so many people died untimely and had these things, was it 
because of the food situation? The weather situation? The tension of the war? Or a 
combination? What do you think? 

A: My supposition is only the stress. The stress – she was separated with her husband who 
was imprisoned by the Russians. She fretted. And that was the result of heart attack, I think. I 
couldn’t put it to any other sinister causes. 

Q: But rather a stroke, not a heart attack? 

A: Stroke. Yes. 

Q: And how long did you stay in Warsaw with your mother? 

A: We left in December. 13 December of 1946 we’re out of Poland. 

Q: So you were 20 in ’46? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Did you work in Warsaw during the time you were there? 

A: No, but I enrolled in polytechnic for study. And I studied for the period from September to 
December. 

Q: So what did you study at the polytechnic? 

A: I studied – at polytechnic – it’s a scientific course. 

Q: Yes, but there’s probably different courses. What was your precise course? 

A: Just purely science. Physics, mathematics, and – physics and mathematics. [That’s faculty 
of inaudible] 01:01:39. 

Q: So you did more or less one term? 

A: Yeah, not really. I didn’t finish it. But I started. 

Q: Right. And what happened in December? 
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A: In December we received our passports. Polish passport. And we left for Sweden. 

Q: Why Sweden? 

A: My mother’s sister was saved by the [inaudible] 01:02:05 and was transport – [audio ends 
abruptly] 

 
RG-50.617.0063.05.07 

Q: - your mother’s sister. 

A: Mika - Maria [Cereska] 00:00:03. 

Q: How do you spell the second - 

A: I’ll write it for you.   

Q: That was her family name.  That was - or was that a -  

A: Maiden name. 

Q: Her maiden name.  How come her name Maria?  Have I asked - I may have asked you this 
before.  Because that’s usual for Jewish girls? 

A: Well, the Jewish name was Mika which would also be a strange one, but in our families 
they had strange names.   

Q: And how old was your mother’s sister at this point? 

A: Mother’s sister by that time, 1946.  She was born in 1907, so she would be 40. 

Q: And she became established in Sweden? 

A: Well, what do you call established?  As a survivor of the holocaust she worked in the 
factory and she had a room together with two other survivors that they shared.  Then we 
arrived and we came to the same place.  We came lived with her. 

Q: And what was the name of the place? 

A: Well, where she lived? 

Q: Yeah. 

A: The part of Stockholm I can’t -  

Q: It was in Stockholm? 

A: Yeah.  In Stockholm itself.   

Q: And what sort of conditions did she live in? 
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A: Well, to us coming from Russia and [unclear] 00:01:48 Poland was just luxury class. 

Q: It was a house, a flat? 

A: It was a flat of two bedrooms and a lounge, sitting room together, so Mamma and myself 
were sleeping on the floor in the lounge room but it wasn’t very long because we couldn’t be 
that way, so we moved -  

Q: What do you mean you couldn’t be that -  

A: You couldn’t live that way.  Not in Sweden.  So we moved into a pensionne in Stocksund 
and my mother married second time at the end of our stay in Siberia. 

Q: At the end of your stay in Siberia? 

A: Yes.  And her second husband arrive in Stockholm, so -  

Q: He was not repatriated with you? 

A: Yes, he was.  He was, but he stayed in Poland.  He wanted to fix his businesses there and -  

Q: Can you tell me his name? 

A: Yes, [Sharmo] 00:02:47. 

Q: How do you spell that?  That was his family name. 

A: Yes, Anatole. 

Q: Was he a Russian Jew? 

A: No, from Bialystok -  

Q: I thought Anatole was a more Russian name. 

A: Well, Bialystok used to be in the Russian [over talk] 00:03:09 

Q: Was he a widower too or you don’t know? 

A: Yes, yes.   

Q: What happened to his family? 

A: His wife also died in Siberia and the two sons.  One son is in Israel now and one son is 
here.   

Q: What were the sons’ names? 

A: One was [Murakai] 00:03:24 and the other one is George. 

Q: And when was [Murakai] born? 
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A: [Murakai] is one year older than I, 1925.   

Q: And he’s in Israel? 

A: Yes.   

Q: And George? 

A: George is two years younger than I am, so -  

Q: 1928. 

A: 1929 or - ’29 I think.  ’28 or ’29, something.   

Q: So did they live with you in Siberia once they married? 

A: No.  No.  They didn’t live together.  We didn’t live together actually because of the 
conditions that we were in and [Murakai] was in the Russian army.  He was joined the 
Russian army and then he was all the time in the Russian army I think.  And George was 
younger, so he stayed and we repatriated together. 

Q: And did it make - your mother must have recovered to a certain extent to be - to have 
somebody marry her. 

A: Well, she recovered to that stage that she was a beautiful woman and she was very 
attractive to men and her inner suffering was not always showing and her attacks were also 
not always showing so loneliness brings people together. 

Q: So it wasn’t that she had fully recovered but she’d sufficiently - 

A: She never recovered because she died very young here.  She was 42 when she died.   

Q: When was your mother born then? 

A: 1905.   

Q: You mean she died in ’47? 

A: She died here in 1949. 

Q: So she was 44. 

A: No, she wasn’t because she was from October. 

Q: I see.  So and your stepfather then came to Stockholm. 

A: And you never count 1905.  It’s October to October.  Anyhow.   

Q: So your stepfather came to Stockholm.  Did you live together as a family then? 

A: Well, the children were on Cyprus. 
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Q: His children? 

A: Yes, because they went to Palestine and we lived together in that sense in the pensionne.  
Mum and Anatole had one room and I had another.   

Q: What did you do in Stockholm? 

A: I worked.  I worked in the central radio in the factory. 

Q: That was the name of a firm or that was the name -  

A: Yes.   

Q: Doing what? 

A: During the 1947. 

Q: No, doing what? 

A: I was soldering radio apparatus, just very fine - 

Q: Soldering. 

A: - soldering. 

Q: You didn’t go back to your studies. 

A: No. 

Q: The technical studies. 

A: No, no.   

Q: Did you ever go back to that? 

A: When I came here I went to university.   

Q: Right.  Well, we’ll do -  

A: Restarted again. 

Q: We’ll do Sweden first.  So how long did you stay in Sweden?  You arrived in December 
’46. 

A: And we left 1st January, 1948.   

Q: And where did you go then?  To Australia? 

A: To Australia.  We stayed one week in Paris and that was en route.   

Q: Who sponsored you to - first of all, why did you decide to come to Australia? 
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A: We had papers waiting for us already in Poland.  That’s how we left Poland to Sweden, 
we had permits for Australia which were prepared by my father’s friends from here. 

Q: Was this the Bialystocker Centre? 

A: Yes.  Yes.  Abraham Sokol 00:07:26 and -  

Q: How do you spell his second name? 

A: S-O-K-O-L. 

Q: When had he come to Australia? 

A: He came from Shanghai but I could not tell you.  It was when the Jews from Shanghai 
came here. 

Q: So he [unclear] 00:07:47 when he came in ’49. 

A: No, he came earlier than that.  He came earlier than that.   

Q: So he was not yet well-established when he sponsored you? 

A: He was always well-established because he brought his money out of Bialystok.  He had 
money. 

Q: What had he done in Bialystok? 

A: He was one of the greatest manufacturers. 

Q: Of what? 

A: Of materials. 

Q: Had textile mills. 

A: Textile mills together with [unclear] 00:08:15with [Salvims] 00:08:15that are here in 
Australia. 

Q: With who? 

A: [Salvim] here in - they live here. 

Q: And he established textiles in Australia as well? 

A: No, I don’t know what he did here.  I have no clue. 

Q: And did he sponsor other people or just your family? 

A: I don’t know about that as we were sponsored by him. 
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Q: So that’s why you decided to come to Australia.  Did you have relatives anywhere else 
that you could’ve gone? 

A: No. 

Q: That was your only choice? 

A: No, it was not only choice.  After our return from Russia to Poland we had emissaries 
from Palestine that wanted to take us to Palestine and I didn’t want to go.   

Q: Why not? 

A: I didn’t want to go without a passport.  I wanted to have to belong to someone and I was 
not a Zionist.   

Q: That was the [unclear] 00:08:57.  I’m interested because I’ve also interviewed people who 
went actually to Palestine first.  Was this quite open, these emissaries or - 

A: No.  They were clandestine and we got a letter that someone of us had to go to Krakow to 
meet these representatives and declare.  I didn’t know why they’re asking us but I made the 
journey which was a very dangerous journey in Poland at that time because they were taking 
Jews out of trains, but - 

Q: You don’t look particularly Jewish. 

A: I don’t look but they can smell me. 

Q: How? 

A: There’s always something that Polls can tell Jews apart from non-Jews.  I can’t play how 
they do the different things what they do.  And it was very dangerous but I can drink.  In 
those time I drank, so that probably was not very demonstrative of Jewish people so anyway 
Richard put me on the train and put me into the care of [Adunka] 00:10:00 so we were 
drinking all night.   

Q: Richard? 

A: [Lett] 00:10:04, yeah.  And we were drinking all night, you see, so that was a camouflage 
to some degree.  And when I arrived in Krakow I had to make my way to a friend of 
Richard’s where I spent the night and then I met - I had to meet somebody on the street and 
they covered my eyes, they turned me around and we went somewhere where I wouldn’t 
know how to find the way to that particular place, and then they asked me if I want to go to 
Palestine and I said, 'No,' so 'Why not?'  For own reason I’m a great believer in brotherhood 
of man not in a communist way but liberated, free world will be a free place for everybody to 
live in, Jews, non-Jews, and I didn’t want chauvinism or nationalism or any other ism to rule 
my life.  Second as I said as I started, I didn’t want to travel without a passport.  I wanted to 
have a document and I would have to go without a document.  Then I would be nobody and 
that is not the way that I looked at the world that is asking for documentation.  So I - 
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Q: You chose Australia. 

A: - I chose to go back and I chose Australia.   

Q: So you left on the 1st of January, 1948 in Stockholm.  How did you travel, by boat, by 
train, by -  

A: We travelled by train, via ferry to Denmark and then via Germany to Paris where we 
stayed a fortnight. 

Q: So you took the train from Denmark. 

A: From Stockholm.  Stockholm, but the train was put on a ferry, you know, it connects the -  

Q: Train to Paris. 

A: Yes, train to Paris.  And we stayed two weeks there, then by train we went to Marseilles.  
In Marseilles was a delay.  We should have boarded practically on arrival but there was a 
delay in arrival of [El Sudan] 00:12:19 so we had to stay in Marseilles about a fortnight, 
which was terrible because we were without money, without funds.  They were feeding us 
[unclear] 00:12:28, you know, we had coupons to go and eat our meals, which was very 
degrading and -  

Q: That was the Egyptian ship, isn’t it?  

A: Yeah.  And finally we boarded this. 

Q: Do you remember the date? 

A: We arrived on the 4th of March and we left the dock about 25 days.   

Q: You arrived on the 4th of March in Australia. 

A: In Fremantle. 

Q: Arrived Fremantle. 

A: But that was only a port of call.  We have proceeded with the same ship to Melbourne. 

Q: You would’ve boarded something like the end of January. 

A: Yes.  And the journey was very - how would I say - disgusting. 

Q: Why? 

A: We lost nine people during the travel.  They died from bad conditions from bad food and 
disease, god only knows what. 

Q: When you say you lost nine people, from the Jewish refugees? 
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A: Not only, no.  There were Italians travelling.  It was an ex-troop carrier who carried 800 
people and they were a whole mix of nationalities.  Majority were Italians.  Jews were not 
prevalent.  We were just -  

Q: Was there a group of Jewish young boys coming to Australia under guardianship? 

A: No.  No.  Not on our ship. 

Q:  Not on your ship. 

A:  Not on our ship, no.  You probably are aware that there were only 10% of Jews could 
travel on any ship at that time.  Australia didn’t want -  

Q:  I’ve heard that, yes. 

A:  And that’s why we were not a big proportion.  The majority were Italians who are coming 
to work here on the farms. 

Q:  Did any Jews die on this trip or were they - 

A:  Yes, a Jewish child. 

Q:  How old? 

A:  Baby.  We were badly fed and badly housed.  It was dormitories.  They were seasick, 
they were - the ship was not stabilised and there was seasickness all the time. 

Q:  You went via the Suez Canal? 

A:  Suez Canal, via Suez Canal, and the sea from Fremantle to Melbourne you could die on 
that particular journey too because the sea was very unruly. 

Q:  So when did you arrive in Melbourne; do you recall? 

A:  Well, it took seven days from -  

Q:  So about the 11th of March. 

A:  Yeah.  We were met -  

Q:  Your aim was to come to Melbourne, right? 

A:  Yes.  Yes.   

Q:  So on arrival where were you housed?  Where did you sleep? 

A:  Well, we were met by the representative of the Bialystocker Centre and we were 
straightaway taken to -  

Q:  The Bialystocker Centre was actually a building? 
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A:  Yes.   

Q:  Where was that? 

A:  It was hostel, Robe Street, St Kilda.  Robe.   

Q: R-O-B-B? 

A: No, one ‘B’.   

Q: Robe Street, St Kilda.  Did it have another name or just the Bialystocker Centre? 

A: No.  Bialystocker Centre.   

Q: How many people could live there at one stage? 

A: It housed how many?  I think there would be about 10 families.  It was divided into rooms 
and Mum and Anatole had one room and I had another one.  They were tiny little rooms, you 
know. 

Q: And his sons were not with you? 

A: No, no, no.  Not at all.  They were in Cyprus. 

Q: Had they reached - they were still in Cyprus.  You heard from them? 

A: Yes, yes.  He correspond - we corresponded. 

Q: And how long did you stay in that Bialystocker Centre? 

A: A very short time, about eight days.  And then we found a guesthouse on 4 Westbury 
Street. 

Q: Four? 

A: Westbury Street, East St Kilda.   

Q: Why did you leave? 

A: We are individualist and I do not like charity. 

Q: Did you have money? 

A: No, we didn’t have money but money was forthcoming from my great aunty in America 
and -  

Q: Had she sent you any in Sweden or - 

A: She was dead.  That was the problem, she was dead already, but the estate which was 
wasted, unfortunately wasted between the lawyers who were looking for us and looking for 
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relatives and establishing in courts and things, so eventually we did get very little out of all 
that, but - 

Q: She didn’t have children? 

A: No.   

Q: This was the one - 

A: That was -  

Q: Your grandfather’s sister.  What was her name? 

A: Rachel. 

Q: Rachel who? 

A: [Russell] 00:17:45.   

Q: [unclear] 00:17:47 

A: She reverted to her maiden name because her husband run away and divorced her.   

Q: I see, but she was still left with his money. 

A: No, she made the money.  

Q: She made the money? 

A: Yes.  

Q: Doing what? 

A: She had enormous restaurants. 

Q: In Chicago? 

A: Yeah.   

Q: Kosher restaurant? 

A: Yes.   

Q: More than one you mean? 

A: Yes. 

Q: How many kosher restaurants? 

A: I have no idea.  She had - it started with Al Jolson.  Al Jolson sponsored her ad he told her 
- 
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Q: The singer? 

A: Yeah.  Put the placards that Al Jolson dines there and it was crowded.  I believe she had a 
restaurant with ice skating and a Negro bands and whatnot.  It was one of the very poshest 
places.   

Q: It was a smart restaurant. 

A:  Yes. 

Q: Not just a haymisha? 

A: No, no, no.  She started from haymisha, started from the kosher ones and probably worked 
up to the - I met her.  She came visiting Poland in 1936.   

Q: I see.  So she had died and you got some money, her estate came to you in Melbourne.  So 
how long did you stay in the guesthouse in Westbury? 

A: We stayed there till I married.   

Q: How long was that, months, years? 

A: I married - no, I married at 27, so May 1949.   

Q: So before we get on to your marriage, did you do any work at -  

A: Yes, I worked. 

Q: Well, what was the first job you had in Melbourne? 

A: I worked in the radio factory. 

Q: Because of what you’d done in Sweden? 

A: Yes. 

Q: What factory?  What brand was that? 

A: I don’t remember the name of that.  It was not Astor.  It was another -  

Q: Eric something? 

A: I don’t remember the name. 

Q: Not AWA? 

A: No.  I don’t remember.   

Q: Well, if it comes back to you.  How long - did you work there till you married or just -  
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A: No.  Yes, I worked not really - wait a second.  No, I didn’t work all the time there, no.  
From there I work in a cake shop.  I worked for -  

Q: Kosher cake shop or ordinary cake shop? 

A: It was a Monarch Cake Shop, it was -  

Q: It was? 

A: Monarch cake shop.   

Q: What does that mean? 

A: That’s what it’s called - was called. 

Q: No, but you said ‘a Monarch Cake Shop’.  Is that a well-known brand in Melbourne? 

A: It used to be.  That was the best cakes in St Kilda.  Mr [Barkowski] 00:20:32 was running 
it, a German Jew, but I don’t - 

Q: Mr what? 

A: [Barkowski].  But I don’t remember -  

Q: A German Jew. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Do you remember his first name? 

A: No.   

Q: What, he’d come here before the war, had he? 

A: Yes, yes.  And it was not kosher.  I don’t think it was a kosher one.  It was in St Kilda. 

Q: Did you work there till you married or -  

A: Yes.   

Q: Till you married.  What about your mother, did she work or - 

A: No.   

Q: She stayed at home.  She was -  

A: She never worked.  She was very sick.  She was sick all the time. 

Q: What was she sick with? 
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A: Well, a part of her attack that she had she was bleeding, it was change of life and she was 
bleeding badly.  She had a curette and after that curette she died from peritonitis.   

Q: When did she die?  When did -  

A: She died on 5 of April, 1950.   

Q: So that was just two years after you moved to Australia.   

A: Yeah.   

Q: And she was sick the whole time [unclear] 00:21:44? 

A: All the time.  She was never well.   

Q: And that was from the stroke she’d had from what had happened after your father’s death. 

A: She never recovered.  She never recovered. 

Q: Did you ever find out what the exact thing was or -  

A: All that I know, yes, in Sweden it was petite mal, they call it petite mal.  That’s all what I 
can tell you.  Seizures. 

Q: Nowadays people can lead a [over talk] 00:22:10 life. 

A: Well, if she had a normal condition, so it would be different, but she didn’t have normal 
condition. 

Q: What about your stepfather, did he find work when you arrived in Australia? 

A: Yes.  He worked as a boiler hand at night.  He worked nightshift. 

Q: Boiler hand.  What is that? 

A: Yeah.   

Q: Had he engineering experience? 

A: Yes.   

Q: I see.  On nightshift? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Where? 

A: Don’t know.  Don’t remember. 

Q: Was it a Jewish factory or -  
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A: Yes, yes.   

Q: Did the Bialystocker -  

A: Centre.   

Q: - [unclear] 00:22:45 sort of help you materially with advice and so on or did they provide 
a -  

A: They provided loans.  They’re providing loans and as a matter of fact we paid everything 
back, whatever loan that was -  

Q: What were the loans for?  What did you get - 

A: For settling down, for first steps, for first meals.  We had meals paid in the restaurant on 
Beaconsfield Parade there was a kosher restaurant so the first few weeks we’re eating there 
when we’re stayed in Bialystocker Centre.   

Q: Bialystocker Centre didn’t provide meals? 

A: No, no.  You could cook there.  You could buy and shop, but the first day when you arrive 
you don’t know what’s what, don’t know the money even.  We didn’t know the pounds and 
sterling's and things like that. 

Q: Did you have any English, any knowledge of English? 

A: I learned English on the ship when I started - 

Q: There were lessons. 

A: Yes.  No, no.  No lessons whatsoever.  I was learning by myself and I had a great help 
from Mr John Greenhill [Low] 00:23:55 who was a - 

Q: Who? 

A: John Greenhill [Low], an Englishman who observed me studying a book and offered his 
help and he asked my mother permission if he can help me study English, and we did.  He 
had a smattering knowledge of French, so we could converse in French and [unclear] 
00:24:21 with a little dictionary, but I have learned a lot and - 

Q: You say your mother knew.  I remember you -  

A: My mother spoke English. 

Q: She spoke English.  So did she find it easier when she came or was she too ill to take 
advantage of this? 

A: If her health would be good she wouldn’t have any trouble, but she was not able to do.  
She was very anaemic.  She was, you know, she was - it was very difficult for her to 
accommodate herself in Australia.  She lost faith in people.  She believed in friends and 
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friendship was not shown to that extent as she would have liked to, so the disappointments 
also didn’t help to recover and she mourned my sister very much.  That was probably the 
crux of the matter.  She could never accept it. 

Q: It was in Poland or still in Siberia that you knew finally that your sister had been lost? 

A: We already knew in the end of - in 1945 in Siberia. 

Q: Well, she lost everybody very quickly one after the other. 

A: Yes.  Yes.   

Q: Her own parents - forgive me, I’ve forgotten what happened to her parents. 

A: Well, her father died in Switzerland from cancer and -  

Q: During the war? 

A: No, not that war, no.  During -  

Q: Earlier? 

A: After that, yes.  When she was seven. 

Q: I see.  And what happened to her mother?  I’m sorry. 

A: And her mother was killed by the Germans, taken away from the Lodz Ghetto and her - I 
think I told the story of her maid who went to the camp together with her. 

Q: With the mother? 

A: With grandmother. 

Q: A non-Jewish maid, Polish maid. 

A: Yeah, Frania. 

Q: Have you ever tried her posthumously - 

A: I did.  I tried.  I put the admission but I haven’t got any - I don’t even know her second 
name.  I know that she was called Frania.  I asked.  I have a reply from [unclear] 00:26:28 but 
they couldn’t do it. 

Q: Is there no way of finding what the woman’s name was? 

A: No.  Auntie’s dead, everybody’s dead, so how can I find the name?  She went to the end.  
She loved my grandmother.   

Q: And your mother had a brother, didn’t she? 

A: I told you he was in prison in Soviet Russia.  I told the story before. 
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Q: Right, before.  But he survived? 

A: No, he was killed by the [unclear] 00:26:54, beaten to death. 

Q: So she lost everybody except you. 

A: Yes, she lost - except me, and I was not enough.   

Q: So how did you meet your husband? 

A: We met here in Melbourne on a birthday of my girlfriend. 

Q: Had he come earlier? 

A: No, he came after. 

Q: After you? 

A: Yes, he came in December of 1948. 

Q: From where did he come? 

A: He came from Germany.  He was in the DP camp.   

Q: Which camp was he in?  If you know it.  If you don’t know it doesn’t matter. 

A: No.  I don’t particularly know because there’s so many German  

Q: Landsberg? 

A: Not far from Landsberg, a DP camp.  Something like that. 

Q: And what camps had he been -  

A: No, he was in Soviet Russia. 

Q: He was in Soviet Russia. 

A: He was Soviet Russia, he was in Kazakhstan in Pavlodar. 

Q: Did he have bad conditions as well or -  

A: He was deported before us.  He was deported in 1940 but he finished up in Polish army 
fighting for Poland and he -  

Q: In the Anders army or the [unclear] 00:28:10? 

A: [unclear] 00:28:11.   

Q: So they had better conditions, the soldiers? 
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A: They didn’t have better conditions, but we all wanted to return to Poland.  We didn’t want 
to stay in [unclear] 00:28:22.   

Q: So it must have been a very quick romance if you met in December. 

A: Very.  We meet in December and -  

Q: And you married in May. 

A: We married on 17th of May, very quick. 

Q: 17th [over talk] 00:28:33 27th? 

A: 17th.  Engaged on 27 of March.  That 17th of May. 

Q: I see.  So I’ll put ‘engaged’ -  

A: Sorry.  27 of March. 

Q: - ‘27th March’.  That’s my wedding anniversary.  [unclear] 00:28:56 March and you were 
married on the 27th - on 17th of May.  Where did you marry? 

A: In Avenue, that was a synagogue in Elwood on the avenue - what was it 

Q: What, in the Elwood Shule? 

A: Yeah, but -  

Q: Elwood Synagogue? 

A: Elwood Synagogue, but not now where it is, but it was in Avoca Avenue.  Dr Friedman 
gave us [unclear] 00:29:26. 

Q: Rabbi Friedman? 

A: Rabbi Dr Friedman.   

Q: The one who was at Toorak Shule? 

A: No, that was Rabbi [Port] 00:29:37.   

Q: The one who later went to Sydney. 

A: Yes. 

Q: And had your husband got work?  What did your husband do for a living? 

A: Well, when he arrived he work at Smorgons.   

Q: Why?  Was he in the butchering -  
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A: He was never in that, but he had to work so he worked at Smorgons and - 

Q: In what phase of their work? 

A: In what I can’t tell you.   

Q: What, in the meat -  

A: Meat. 

Q: Fresh meat in the cannery or what? 

A: No, in the fresh meat.  I don’t know.  Can’t tell you, I don’t know. 

Q: And did he still work there when you were married? 

A: No. 

Q: What did he do then? 

A: He worked in a textile factory of Mr - in Brunswick in a textile factory. 

Q: A Jewish-owned textile factory? 

A: Yes, yes, yes.  The name [unclear] 00:30:35 

Q: And you say that you stay in that guesthouse until you married. 

A: Yes. 

Q: Did your mother and stepfather continue to live there? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Till your mother died? 

A: Yes. 

Q: They never had a home of their own? 

A: No.   

Q: And what happened to your - and your mother died so approximately a year after you 
were married, 11 months after you were married.  So were they in misery or were they poor 
or was that - 

A: Yes, they were very poor.   

Q: So what, did your stepfather - had worked in the boiler hand.  Did he improve his position 
by the time your mother died or - 
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A: Yes.  Yes.  He started already trading in waste and - 

Q: Waste what, metal, clothing? 

A: No, material, clothing waste.  He was buying waste and selling it. 

Q: Had he done this before? 

A: No.   

Q: And did he do well? 

A: I don’t know.  I don’t know.  Not bad, I suppose. 

Q: Did you keep in touch with him after - 

A: Yes, yes. 

Q: Is he still alive? 

A: No.  He died in 1956.  Died from cancer.  He married another time and he brought one of 
his sons to Australia, this one that I told you, George is here. 

Q: And you were in touch with him when - 

A: Yes, we are in touch, yes.   

Q: So did he manage - did he get his own home eventually or a flat? 

A: Well, no, he never had a home, but he moved into the flat of the third wife.   

Q: I see, she was what, she was -  

A: A widow. 

Q: Was she somebody who’d immigrated before -  

A: Yes.  She was established here. 

Q: From [unclear] 00:32:29. 

A: She was also from Bialystok. 

Q: She was also Bialystok.  What was her name? 

A: Um -  

Q: If you can’t remember -  

A: It comes but not on - the recall is not instantaneous.   
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Q: So when you married where did you go to live? 

A: We went to Brunswick.   

Q: What sort of a suburb?  Forgive me, Melbourne - I know it’s not such a classy suburb but 
I don’t know exactly - 

A: Brunswick is a working - that’s [unclear] 00:33:05 worked and it was a working suburb 
and we could get a room above a shop of Mr Sharp who was a Bialystocker.  My Sharp 
sponsored Felix’s family to Australia. 

Q: What was his first name? 

A: Mr Sharp -  

Q: Is there an ‘E’ at the end or not? 

A: No, no, no.  No ‘E’, just Sharp.  I’m not very good at names.  You have to pardon me for 
that.  Never concentrate on names.  They had a frock shop there and the dwelling belonged to 
him, so he was letting newcomer refugees to rent it and we shared the dwelling with another 
family, Mr and Mrs Glatzer. 

Q: Glatzer? 

A: Glatzer, T-Z.  And they - we Mr Glatzer’s son and Mrs Glatzer’s stepson where we lived 
for a year we shared the kitchen facilities and everything together.  She was a kosher woman 
and I’m not, so it was a little bit difficult, but we went on famously well.  Nothing very bad 
occurred and we’re very great friends.  Mrs Glatzer was a survivor of - they both were 
survivors of the holocaust and she’s dead.  They all -  

Q: From Poland?  They were from Poland? 

A: From Poland, yes.  They’re both dead by now.  The son is still alive in Perth.  Felix 
worked in this factory, in this textile factor in Brunswick.  I worked in the hat factory.   

Q: Making hats? 

A: Making hats for a while. 

Q: Was this what you’d learned from your mother somehow or was that just pure 
coincidence? 

A: Well, it was not coincidence but to go from Brunswick to St Kilda was very far. 

Q: To the radio factory you mean? 

A: No, to the cake shop. 

Q: Cake shop, right. 
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A: And so I looked something near and the only job that I could get it was in the hat factory.  
They advertised and I thought I can sew a little bit and they will teach me what’s necessary.  
You start always from the lowest.   

Q: You were 23 then? 

A: Yes. 

Q: You were 23 when you married. 

A: Yes.  That was [unclear] 00:35:25 period because from the cake shop I enrolled at 
university and I was accepted to their science faculty and for three-quarter of a year I was 
there, but I had appendix attack and appendix had to be taken out, so I - 

Q: You enrolled at the university -  

A: In Melbourne. 

Q: - when you were married or before you were married? 

A: It was before I was married.  Yes. 

Q: So were you still studying when you were married? 

A: Well, I studied part of - till I had my appendix removed and I stopped.   

Q: And you never went back? 

A: Never went back.   

Q: And did you work as well?  Did you -  

A: I went back but not to -  

Q: - study part-time or what? 

A: No.  It was - I could work on weekends so I worked part-time and I worked at the 
university.  I had - [Barkowski] was letting me go wherever the lectures, you see, so -  

Q: I see.  So did you pass any exams or not? 

A: No.  I didn’t sit for exam, but all my tests were always excellent.  There was a tremendous 
heartbreak when I had to give up, but I had to give up because the students were not very 
cooperative, not very friendly.  They wouldn’t share their notes and you can’t catch up 
because I didn’t know what they were - what was the course. 

Q: Even the Jewish students were not -  

A: Everyone were very unfriendly.  The Jews - Australian Jew in particular.  They didn’t 
have any warmth coming out from them, none whatsoever.  And after that when I - 
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Q: So that would’ve been in ’48. 

A: ’48, ’49.  I was married in ’49 so how could it be start in ’49? 

Q: Yeah, but if you’d stayed, if you’d done, if you’d been there up till late ’48 you surely 
would’ve had to sit for exams. 

A: Not ’48.  In ’48 - I only arrived in ’48.  I married in ’49. 

Q: So when did you go to university? 

A: March ’49. 

Q: I see until - only for a couple of months? 

A: Yes, only till September.   

Q: But I see.  When you were early married you still continued to work. 

A: Yeah.   

Q: To go to university, right. 

A: I enrolled because I was getting married and I thought that I’d be able to manage that and 
Felix will be working and I’ll be able to study with part-time working, but it didn’t come to it, 
and later on I just work in the factory, hat factory.  After that Felix’s parents together with 
Felix opened a delicatessen shop in Brunswick, so - 

Q: He’s - when did your in-laws come?  Did they come with him or -  

A: No.  They arrived in beginning of 1950 because Felix flew to Australia.  He was one of 
the first on the air route and his parents and his sister went by boat to [unclear] 00:38:36, so 
when they arrived - 

Q: What was the name of their ship? 

A: I don’t know.  Never paid any - I don’t pay attention to these things.  And when they 
settled they brought with them money that they sold their house in Bialystok, so they paid for 
key money for the premises that they have had and there was a shop downstairs, empty one, 
so they started a delicatessen and Felix joined them and he never worked for anybody from 
then on.  I worked - meanwhile we - 

Q: Where was the delicatessen?   

A: In Brunswick.   

Q: In Brunswick as well. 
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A: Yeah.  And meanwhile I got pregnant and we looked for another accommodation and we 
found it in esplanade, St Kilda through the good offices of an Australian friend, Mr Drever 
who gave us a flat. 

Q: Without key money? 

A: Without key money. 

Q: Mr who? 

A: Drever. 

Q: How do you spell it? 

A: D-R-E-V-E-R. 

Q: And not Jewish? 

A: Not Jewish.   

Q: And when was your - what was his first name? 

A: William. 

Q: Where did you meet him? 

A: Well, we went - our friends were living in the flat above the one that we received, Mr and 
Mrs Snow, and they told us that down below me lives a Jewish woman, Miss Rozenspike 
who was very old and very sick and she was to go to hospital but had nobody to put her in 
there, though she had a big family and they didn’t bother with her because she was eccentric.  
And to describe the flat and the state of the flat you can write a book.  And not knowing if I’ll 
get the flat or not I felt sorry for her and I went and I scrubbed her and I scrubbed her things 
and [unclear] 00:40:43 Mr Drever walks in, so she said to him, 'Are you a Jewish gentleman?'  
He said, 'No, I’m an Australian gentleman.'  She said, 'I would like these people to have the 
flat because they’re helping me to move to a hospital.'  And he looked at me and looked at 
Felix and he said, 'They can have it.'  And from that time on we were very good - he’s dead, 
but I’m still very big friends with his wife because nobody ever helped me as much as this 
man in my life.   

Q: And when was your daughter - you only had the one child? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Or did you have other -  

A: No.  No, I never had another one.  1951 in -  

Q: She was born in 1951? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: So she’s 35. 

A: Yes.   

Q: Wow, I thought she must be much younger. 

A: No, Helen was born in 10th October, 1951 and we moved -  

Q: Is that her full name?  Helen? 

A: Helen [Yarra] 00:41:47. 

Q: [Yarra], I thought you would’ve called her after your sister. 

A: After my mother and after my sister, both names she has.  And as we moved to that flat 
and before Helen was born another flat opposite was vacated and Mr Drever exchanged that 
flat for me because there was extra room. 

Q: What sort of a building was it?  A flat building? 

A: You can see them.  They’re still stand - it’s next to the Earls Court, the esplanade flats 
standing, the old building.  So the flat was in the back with not much light and rather dark but 
it was ours and we were very happy there and we stayed there for nearly 10 years.  We 
moved into this house in 1960.  And Felix meanwhile developed his business abilities.  He 
had another - the family had about three delicatessens and then he sold that and went into a 
cigarette business and from cigarette business he went into the plastic industry where -  

Q: Is he as engineer? 

A: No.   

Q: I thought he was some sort of -  

A: No.  He never had the opportunity to study.  He only finished then to mechanicing the old 
schools in Germany. 

Q: But when was he born?  When was Felix born?   

A: 1925, June.  D-Day, 6th of June. 

Q: So he just had a birthday. 

A: Yeah, he did. 

Q: What, 61? 

A: Yeah.   

Q: Mazal tov.   

A: Thank you.   
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Q: And - 

A: And he finished in plastic industry and did extremely well, and he retired.  He’s 10 years 
[unclear] 00:43:35. 

Q: Was there any reason why you didn’t have any other children? 

A: I didn’t want any more. 

Q: You didn’t want any.   

A: No. 

Q: And you said you wanted to study, you did study later.  When did you study? 

A: I went - when Helen matriculated I went to university to do Indonesian language. 

Q: When was that?  What year was that? 

A: When Helen was matriculating. 

Q: What, ’79?  No. 

A: No, earlier, ’75.  No, no, no.   

Q: ’69. 

A: ’69, yes.   

Q: You went to University of Melbourne? 

A: Monash.   

Q: To study Indonesian? 

A: Yeah. 

Q: Just one subject or - 

A: Just one subject. 

Q: And -  

A: I did two years. 

Q: - is that a full degree? 

A: No.  I didn’t finish it.  Didn’t finish it.  Well, I started it - actually that I started before 
Helen matriculated.  It was in the [ninth] 00:44:30 year and when Helen was matriculating 
that was my second year when I was doing it.  I could see - I don’t know, with all humbleness 
I can that even here I was doing extremely well with honours everything with distinction and 
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I have - in some way there was like a competition with the mother and daughter and I could 
feel that Helen was not studying for matriculation properly as she should.  And I had a 
conversation with her and I said, 'Helen, that worries you that I study?'  She said, 'Yes.'  So 
the next day I dropped out.  I went and I said that.  I have all documentation from the 
university that I can go any day I’d like to, but I stopped.   

Q: And you never thought of going back? 

A: No. 

Q: Why not?  

A: Not necessary. 

Q: Now I want to ask you now about your feelings about the Germans.  How do you feel now 
looking back about the Germans? 

A: Well, I probably will startle you because I don’t carry any hatred or I don’t carry any 
desire for revenge.  Whatever happens, my sister cannot be brought back to life.  Not 
everybody is guilty.  You can’t have a whole nation being responsible for the deeds.  I would 
not stoop to the same level as they are, as they were.  I think history should be preserved.  We 
should know the - [audio stops abruptly] 
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A: We should study and impart our knowledge on our children and hope that they change 
their behaviour the way that such things can never be again on this earth, on this planet.  I 
don’t believe in bringing these Nazi criminals back from the past because we’re spitting into 
our own faces.  They could have been your friends.  They could’ve been your neighbours.  
You don’t achieve anything by it.  Justice always takes place, and I believe in justice. 

Q: What do you mean by that?  Justice always take place? 

A: It’s divine justice.  It comes.  Nobody escapes.  So these people have to live with their 
conscience.  They have to live with themselves.  They have to solve their own problems.  
They’re living in fear.   

Q: - Germany on any of your trips? 

A: Yes.  We went to Germany because I wanted to pay homage to the ones who perished in 
concentration camps and would never go back to Poland, so we went to Dachau. 

Q: To where? 

A: Dachau.   

Q: Dachau. 
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A: We went to Dachau.   

Q: Actually, I’ll be asking about Poland in a minute, so if you can keep the two separate.  
How long were you in Germany for? 

A: We were just a week.  We just went on pilgrimage.  You couldn’t help but stop in Munich 
to go to Dachau.  We went to Berlin because Felix was wounded not far from Berlin, so we 
went on the footsteps of war one -  

Q: And this is in the Polish army under Russian command, yeah. 

A: Yeah.  And that’s all.  We didn’t go anywhere else.  I’m not -  

Q: Do you buy German goods? 

A: No. 

Q: If you had something British and something German which was dearer, would you buy 
the German -  

A: I feel in the beginning we did not buy anything German and we did not accept anything 
from Germany like even to look at it, but as the Israel establish a relationship with Germany 
as on equal footing, I don’t particularly look for German goods, but I don’t [unclear] 
00:02:32 at it if it is made in Germany.  I just buy it as something else because they trade 
with Israel and Israel is our leader.  If they told not to we would not do it, but the goodwill is 
necessary, so I would not drive in Mercedes Benz if you ask me about cars because this is a 
symbol of SS. 

Q: What about Volkswagen? 

A: I never thought about German cars because I think that I would not particularly like 
ostentatiously show a Jew in a German car.  People build businesses by using machinery, by 
using developments.  We are using German chemicals.  We’re using medicines which come 
from Germany.  We’re not looking where it’s made.  We just take it.  So I think in life we just 
accept. 

Q: Do you ever read German? 

A: My -  

Q: A book for pleasure? 

A: No.  I never - I wish I had the language, command of it.  I learn German but I - during the 
war I blocked it and to unblock it it’s probably a very difficult thing.  I can read it.  I 
understand, but there is no command of it.  There is no fluency in it and I am sorry about it.  
This I’m sorry because all the documentation and everything connected with holocaust is in 
that particular language and I would have liked to brought it back.  I would. 

Q: Now, what about Poland?  You only went to Germany that one time. 
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A: Yes. 

Q: How do you feel about Poland now? 

A: My feeling towards Poland is that I have very great regret that I was born there.  I was 
born in the wrong place in the wrong time.  My language that I use and know is Polish 
language.  I don’t know it today as I would have probably known it when I lived there, but I 
derive pleasure of reading in Polish intellectually because the way of expressions and their 
way of building how I was taught, it’s here.  We converse at home in Polish.  We converse -  

Q: With your husband? 

A: Yes.  And with friends, but it is not a language that I will put premiership on.  I do it 
automatically.  It’s unconscious, it’s -  

Q: Well, if you had a book, say a novel came out in Polish as well as in English, which 
version would you buy? 

A: I don’t buy - I don’t buy Polish book.  I am just talking objectively how I feel.  I don’t buy 
Polish books for reason of reading for pleasure.   

Q: But that’s one of the questions because that’s an objective test. 

A: Your question is if I buy books for my own pleasure, no.  I buy books on holocaust, yes.   

Q: You never buy books for pleasure?  You don’t buy novels? 

A: Polish books, no. 

Q: No, not Polish books, but yeah.  Right.  Now, what about - have you ever been back to 
Poland? 

A: No.   

Q: What about Polish people who are not Jewish?  How do you feel about them?  Do you 
have any friends? 

A: No, I don’t.  I don’t blame everybody.  I don’t have any feeling at all, no hatred and no 
love.  I’ll take them as they come.  If I find an interesting couple or person [that’ll be relation] 
00:06:13 on the - established on I and you, not I and [unclear] 00:06:18 but not on the 
relationship of nationality which I don’t like at all.  I don’t look for them. 

Q: But do you in fact have any Polish -  

A: No. 

Q: -non-Jewish friends? 

A: No.  I don’t look for -  
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Q: Have you ever had? 

A: No.  I don’t look for them.  They just absolutely indifferent.  I’m totally indifferent.  I 
always -  

Q: Would you watch a Polish movie on SBS? 

A: Not in particular.  It’s very contradictory, but not in particular.  Because there will be a 
Polish movie that I’ll drop everything and watch it.  I don’t particularly like it.  At times I do.  
It always - how could you say -  

Q: Revives? 

A: Revive, not - 

Q: [unclear] 00:07:04? 

A: It’s not - it’s revibrates different - 

Q: Reverberates? 

A: Reverberates different emotions which are not necessary and especially the longing for 
my sister.  Not necessary.  That not necessary.  I read much quicker in Polish than in any 
other language. 

Q: Than in English, even after all those years? 

A: Yes.  But speed is there because I was an avid reader in Polish and once you have this 
ability.  I take a page at a time in English, I have to read and pay more attention.  But as I 
said, emotionally I’m stable, they don’t upset me one way or the other.  I don’t see red about 
them.  But if I have to choose, I won’t look for them.  But I won’t avoid them either.  I won’t 
employ in particular if I have to, but if a person comes and wants work and doesn’t say who 
he is, fair enough.   

Q: But can’t you tell at a glance?  I could tell, so surely you can tell.  

A: That would be unfair.  If somebody asked for work it’s unfair. 

Q: Well, I actually have employed Polish people. 

A: Why not?  That’s what I’m saying to you.  If you are just recommendation then you 
[unclear] 00:08:25 but if somebody - I would say that it’s unfair.   

Q: Now, what about Russia?  How do you feel about Russia? 

A: Russia, it’s not - Soviet Union. 

Q: How do you feel about that? 

A: I -  
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Q: Have you ever been there on a trip? 

A: No.  I would never return to any country behind the Iron Curtain.  I haven’t got any 
sympathy to Soviet Union at all. 

Q: And what about - 

A: Language?  I love the language.  I enjoy, I have conversation in language, I love Russian 
people, I love Russian songs. 

Q: Do you have Russian friends or acquaintances? 

A: Yes, yes.  I have.  I have.  But -  

Q: So you make a difference between Russians and Poles. 

A: Yes.  In the way of -  

Q: Can you define how you make the difference? 

A: Russian people, not even looking for them, I can befriend.  Polish people I’ll [unclear] 
00:09:35 with hesitation.  I would not trust.  I had very good friends in Russia, Russian girls 
and - 

Q: Did you write to them afterwards? 

A: It was not advisable.  I was asked by them never to write to them. 

Q: I see.  But if they hadn’t asked would you have continued the relationships? 

A: Yes.  Yes.  I love them, I have very warm memories of friendship and being together, but 
Soviet government is a completely different kettle of fish and the Soviet ideology. 

Q: Do you read Russian books? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Do you buy Russian books or would you buy for pleasure Russian -  

A: Well, we are buying Russian books, particularly dealing with our period of life there and 
the literary creativity is zero.  They are not writers of great magnitude who writes on 
intellectual level.  It will be only politically indoctrinated, but we buy books by dessidents 
and - 

Q: By which? 

A: Dessidents.  Dissidents. 

Q: What does dissidents -  

A: Dissidents. 
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Q: Right.  Now, I the final part I’d like to ask you is about your own Jewish identity.  Has it 
changed from what it was at the beginning of the war?  Is it the same?  And if it’s changed, 
how has it changed and why?  Your family - and forgive me, I’ve forgotten some of it, but 
because that part we looked at in November, do I understand that your grandfather was very 
religious but your parents were revolting - reacting against the religion; is that correct? 

A: They were not reacting.  They were just assimilated Jews. 

Q: Well, how do you see it?   

A: It’s not a sport. 

Q: Who are you closer to in your - 

A: I’m not religious.  Not in the way of a religious Jewish religion.  I am a believer. 

Q: Are you a member of the - you are a believer. 

A: Yes. 

Q: What do you believe?  Briefly -  

A: Believe there is a god.  God for all people.   

Q: Do you belong to any synagogue? 

A: Yes, we belong to the synagogue. 

Q: Which one? 

A: Here in Marriage Road in Brighton synagogue. 

Q: Yeah, but what is it called? 

A: Brighton. 

Q: Brighton Hebrew Congregation. 

A: Yeah. 

Q: I’m not familiar with the Melbourne - you know, the gradation.  What is it?  It’s an 
orthodox synagogue? 

A: Yes.   

Q: Brighton Hebrew Congregation.  Who’s the rabbi? 

A: At the moment we haven’t got one. 

Q: Who was the last rabbi? 
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A: Rabbi Pine, Dr Pine. 

Q: How do you spell it? 

A: P-I-N-E.  From America. 

Q: What was his first name? 

A: I don’t know.   

Q: And it’s - I’ve never heard of him.   

A: He went back to America. 

Q: Was he here for a very short time? 

A: Yeah, he wasn’t long.  He was a computer operator or teacher of computing science.  He 
was a very learned man, very - he married a local girl and then he divorced her and went 
back.   

Q: I see.  And are you active members of the - has your husband ever held office in the 
congregation board? 

A: No. No.  We don’t participate in the -  

Q: Have you ever been on the ladies guild or the congregation? 

A: No.   

Q: But you go - would you say you go [unclear] 00:13:02 or -  

A: I gone Rash Hashanah and Yom Kippur. 

Q: Will you be going for [unclear] 00:13:07? 

A: No.  I only go for Rash Hashanah and Yom Kippur.  Not for - it does not deter from what 
I believe and it does not enhance in what I believe.  But I can be with my people on Yom 
Kippur and I can be on Rash Hashanah, that’s all. 

Q: Do you have a [unclear] 00:13:31 at home? 

A: Yeah.  Not in our place.  We go to my daughter. 

Q: But you do celebrate? 

A: Yes, yes, it’s a great tradition. 

Q: Will you be making blintzes for Yom - for Jews? 

A: No.   
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Q: You make Hamantaschen for your grandchildren? 

A: I buy them.   

Q: But I mean you do have them? 

A: I know all the tradition.  All the tradition is here.  I’m not a - our home is not conducted in 
tradition way, but my daughter is. 

Q: I see.  Your daughter keeps kosher? 

A: Yes. 

Q: Do you buy kosher meat? 

A: Yeah, for her.  Not for me. 

Q: What do you mean for her?  You buy two kinds of meat or you do it for her sake? 

A: No.  For them I have different dishes and different meats and everything is separate. 

Q: Doesn’t that complicate your life [over talk] 00:14:16? 

A: No.  God gave me enough money that I can have everything.  I can live my - I don’t - my 
private life is not influenced by anybody. 

Q: But wouldn’t it be easier if you went kosher too -  

A: No.  It’s what - I don’t believe in it. 

Q: I see.  So you stand on your principles - 

A: I always do.  I always do.  I respect everybody and everybody right to practise whatever 
they want, and I will never tell you that this is [over talk] 00:14:41. 

Q: No.  I just want to establish your -  

A: Yes, yes. 

Q: Now, about Zionism, you told me that in Poland you told me you weren’t a Zionist.  Do 
you contribute to JNF, to [unclear] 00:14:52?  Do you have -  

A: Absolutely - that is - they love for Israel is completely different area from Zionism.  I do 
make differentiation between Zionism.  If I was a Zionist I would be there.  I don’t believe in 
Zionist sitting here.  This is - I have argued with Professor Harriman about that.  I said, 'Why 
aren’t we called Friends of Israel?' that we are.  I’ll give my life for Israel, but I don’t want to 
under some kind of Zionistic pretentions because they are not.  I can be in Zion tomorrow.  
There is no limitation. 

Q: Do you give regularly to [unclear] 00:15:33? 
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A: Naturally.  That [unclear] 00:15:36 -  

Q: Nothing is natural.  Nothing’s [unclear] 00:15:38 

A: [unclear] 00:15:38, JNF, we work, especially my husband, for [unclear] 00:15:43 which is 
the organisation - 

Q: Yes, I know. 

A: - that support the disabled [unclear] 00:15:48 

Q: He is the president, is he? 

A: Yes, he is.   

Q: Was he the one who founded it in Melbourne? 

A: No, there were about seven members who founded and unfortunately quite a lot of them 
are already dead. 

Q: Was it founded in Melbourne first or in Sydney first? 

A: Yes, in Melbourne.  Yes, it’s in Melbourne.  They were Sydney branch which later on 
they wanted to [unclear] 00:16:12 they went up there.   

Q: Well, it’s established in Sydney for quite a long time. 

A: Not before 1967.   

Q: No, no. 

A: We had it in 1967.  Straight after the Yom Kippur - this Six-Day War.   

Q: I get a letter ever since it started then I give - 

A: Very nice. 

Q: - [unclear] 00:16:33.  Mrs [unclear] 00:16:35 [over talk] 00:16:35 

A: Yes, I was a president of the ladies committee for 12 years.  I brought their committee to 
the bar mitzvah and now I’m a life member. 

Q: I see.  So you were president as well as your husband or instead of him or - 

A: No.  They were two separate.  We had ladies committee and men’s committee. 

Q: I see.  Well, in Sydney I think it’s only ladies [over talk] 00:16:56 

A: No.  We had two.  Now it’s united.  When I resigned nobody wanted to take over so they 
reunited.   
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Q: Well, in Sydney I only know about ladies.  So you are in fact, you know, what other 
people call themselves a Zionist you are - so I know you’ve been active in the holocaust 
survivors.  Tell us about your work fairly briefly, about your work for survivors.  What did 
you do?  When did you start?  How did you do it? 

A: We started it in ’78 with the [unclear] 00:17:34 Australian Holocaust Exhibition Society 
was found and I was a very active member till I resigned.   

Q: Last year? 

A: No, no, no.  I am back there but I resigned through differences of opinions with different 
people and [unclear] 00:18:00 principles, as you probably detected.  I have produced - well, 
that was my baby and I brought - I discovered [Bobby Vis] 00:18:12 the producers of Proud 
to Leave, the picture which when the organisation took place I said that we cannot put an 
exhibition in the old way of having just pictures of atrocities on the wall, but we have to give 
people something on different scale just like [unclear] 00:18:27 say in Tel Aviv that we 
should have film, we should have life, interviews, people.  Anyhow I gave everything I had.  
It was sucked out of me and then I was offended and I don’t stand on friends, so I went.   

And then I was invited again, which I took over but there was a change of president and I was 
invited by Ann Conway who was a president to come over and become an editor of the paper, 
which I was producing.  And we had tremendous praise for it [unclear] 00:19:05acclaim.  
Unfortunately, like everything else, again they had some splits and Ann Conway resigned and 
the committee stopped acting for the moment, so they’re not active at all.  It’s in hibernation 
stages, I don’t know what they will do.  I think that there was a meeting not very long ago but 
I don’t know, I was not notified.  I am on the committee but [over talk] 00:19:31 

Q: Well, how did you get on the Holocaust Survivors Organisation? 

A: It is Sydney one. 

Q: The Sydney based one -  

A: I was [opposed] 00:19:40 by Albert [Hahn] 00:19:42 who - I got a letter.  I don’t know 
how he got my name - how they got my name, actually.  It could be through some people 
here in Melbourne.  And they approached me to somebody here to connect them that they can 
start operating and nobody wanted to come or nobody wanted to join hands with them.  So 
they asked me to organise a group here, so I did, and [Hahn] came here and he spoke.  We 
had formed a committee that was operational and we carried on till the holocaust gathering in 
Sydney.  And after that through inviting your committee up there in Sydney I think 
everything dwindled and I was not prepared to run it myself here without any help from 
everybody.  And I am a member of your committee there in Sydney.   

Q: You’re a member of the association? 

A: Yes, member of the association.  And the [unclear] 00:20:50 or whatever the committee 
here that is not existent. 

Q: You have also recorded histories, I understand -  
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A: Yes, I have done that -  

Q: Can you tell me about that? 

A: I was doing a lot of interviews which was a part of my idea when the Australia holocaust 
exhibition society became - 

Q: Was created. 

A: - created.  I was interviewing.  We interviewed about 70 people at that stage. 

Q: How long were the interviews? 

A: The interviews are usually about 40 minutes. 

Q: And what happened to the interviews? 

A: We have them.  We have them.  They are here.  They should have been - I think that they 
[unclear] 00:21:28.  I think copies are kept here in Melbourne and some [unclear] 00:21:34.  I 
had a great cooperation from survivors and a lot of work which I continued because I didn’t 
give up.  I am making a library of holocaust which I want to leave later on to my children.  I 
do research on Bialystok and what was done there during the occupation, whatever material I 
can get. 

Q: Are you cooperating with a young lady who’s doing a PhD about Bialystok? 

A: No.  She’s doing Bialystok from a different angle I think.  Every human being has his own 
point of view and I think she sees Bialystok with different eyes that I see, so no, I think she’s 
doing it from social - more from social angle.   

Q: What do you mean, ‘social’? 

A: Social structure of Bialystok.  Where a person - manufacturers and this sort of social 
culture - cultural economics that [unclear] 00:22:35. 

Q: What other organisations are you or have you been active in?  For instance, do I 
understand that you are active in B’nai B’rith or have been active in that? 

A: Yes, yes. 

Q: Are you still active? 

A: Yes.  I am on -  

Q: When did you join B’nai B’rith? 

A: We joined B’nai B’rith I think in - 20 years there, so how many years now?  Twenty -  

Q: ’66. 
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A: ’66, that’s when we joined B’nai B’rith. 

Q: What lodge are you in? 

A: Menorah.  Menorah.   

Q: Menorah.   

A: And I am anti-defamation committee where I read the ethnic press and - 

Q: What, the Polish press? 

A: Polish, Russian, Ukrainian.   

Q: And for whom do you do that? 

A: For anti-defamation.   

Q: Of B’nai B’rith? 

A: Yes.   

Q: Do you cooperate with the Victorian Board of Deputies? 

A: They have delegate their work together I think, but they - the representation of the anti-
defamation there. 

Q: But does the product of your monitoring go to the - 

A: I don’t know. 

Q: - Victorian Board of Deputies? 

A: Can’t tell you. 

Q: You don’t know? 

A: No. 

Q: Nobody informs you? 

A: No.  I give report on the committee and that’s it.  I don’t think that they report it [unclear] 
00:23:50.  I don’t think that there is such liaison. 

Q: So what happens to the fruit of your [unclear] 00:23:56? 

A: Nothing.  Not very much.  But we’re aware what is happening.  They know what’s 
happening.  They are informed and that’s what matters, I suppose.  If it would be something 
drastic there’ll be defamation, the measure would be taken, but the defamation is not 
forthcoming from such a way that it can be brought to the notice of the law.   
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Q: Is there any other organisation, or other organisations in the plural, that you are connected 
with or have been connected with? 

A: No.  I help the United Israeli Appeal [unclear] 00:24:26 when necessary. 

Q: And tell me your daughter, what schools did she go to? 

A: She went to MLC, Methodist Ladies College.   

Q: Not to [unclear] 00:24:37? 

A: No.   

Q: Why did you send her to MLC? 

A: [unclear] 00:24:42 just came in to be, first, and, secondly, I felt that I live in Australia and 
I wanted my child to have all the privileges of Australian kids.   

Q: What do you mean by ‘privileges’? 

A: Simply there would be two candidates for work.  From any school Helen will be chosen.   

Q: Were you aware that it’s a religious school of another denomination? 

A: Yes.  And of its tolerance of Jews also.  Especially love of Jewish people.  [unclear] 
00:25:18 came out very strongly when there were anti-Semitic outbreak in Melbourne when 
[unclear] 00:25:25 he was the only one from the clergy who stood on the platform and 
condemned it. 

Q: Well, he’s unusual in our Methodists. 

A: He is.   

Q: Tell me your grandchildren, where they’re being educated? 

A: [unclear] 00:25:37 
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Q: Are you pleased about that or - 

A: Yes. 

Q: How do you feel about it? 

A: Very pleased.  That’s the privilege of my daughter to educate her children the way she 
knows. 
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Q: Well, I think that’s all I have to ask you.  Is there anything I should’ve asked you and 
haven’t asked you - 

A: I don’t think so. 

Q: - that you would like to say? 

A: No.  I think you’ve done a very good job.  Very thorough. 

Q: Good.  Well, thank you for giving me your time. 

A: You’re very welcome. 

Q: And thank you.   

A: Thank you. 

END OF TRANSCRIPT 
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